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Preface

The central purpose of this dissertation is to assay the possibility of
implementing Robert Ulich's theory of international education.

In this effort,

Ulich's theory of international education will be described and analyzed in
separate chapters dealing with t.he curriculum, methodology, teachers, and the
American school traditiono Brief analyses of the various segments of Ulich 1.s
theory will be offered at the conclusion of each chapter, but extensive review
of his ideas will be reserved for the final chaptero
Throughout this dissertation, the writer has been concerned with the
immediately practicable features of Ulich's concepts, in order to determine
the feasibility of Ulich's ideas as a rationale for the organization of
international equcation.. Consequently, extended study of Ulich' s philosopey of
education bas been deliberately avoidedo That kind of study, in the writer's
opinion, would necessitate a separate research effort of considerable length
and would be essentially peripheral to the purpose of this papero
Though Robert Ulich has produced a prodigious number of books and articles
and though he has manifested an interest in international education for some

time, only a few of Ulich's writings relate directly to the topic of "education
for mankind".
.

Ulich 1 s Crisis and Hope

~American

~

Education (1951),

-

Philosop:hy of Education (1961), Education !E£ ~~of Mankind (1964), and
·Education B!, Western Culture (1965) proved to be particularly helpi'Ul a;
sources of information. Helpful, too, was the writer's personal interview wit

v

vi
Ulich before the Professor Emeritus left Harvard University to retire
permanently in Europeo
The single study dealing with the thought of Robert Ulich, contained in
Dissertation Abstracts published by University Microfilms of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, was written by Myron Ro Kirsch and was entitled, 11A Philosophic

.

Analysis of' Intellectual Freedom in American Public High Schools Based Upon
Certain Educational Viewpoints of Robert Ulich and John
to have no bearing on this

dissertation~

Dewey"~

.

It was judged

No other extented, significant

reference to Ulich 1 s works were discovered in the educational literature
consultedo

Consequently, the analysis of Ulich 1 s ideas contained in this

dissertation will be exclusively those of the

writer~

CHAPl'ER ONE
ROBERT ULICH:

AN INTRODUCTION

Robert Ulich was born on April 21, 1890 in the village of Riedermuhl bei
Lam, Bavaria, Germany.

On his father's side of the family, Ulich's forbears

frequently were connected with the Protestant pulpit or the teacher's podium.
His father and grandfather, both businessmen, were unlike most male Ulichs in
that neither had university training.

On his mother's side, Ulich was

descended from Catholic dissenters, "'Erasmians'", who fled their native Spain
and took refuge at the French Huguenot settlement at Nantes to escape the
Inquisition. 1
Ulich spent his early childhood at Lam, which was entirely surrounded by
the Bavarian Forest.

Here, in "the silent grandeur-of the Bayrische Wald, 11
.

Ulich believed, he acquired his "philosophic pantheism".

2

Previous to bis

entering school, Ulich's family migrated eastward to Bischofswerda, a town on
the Saxon-Bohemian border, where Ulich's father owned a half-interest in a
glass factory.

There, "At the customary age of six /:'he wa"FJ broken in ••• to

{"elementaryJ schooi." 3 Some three years later, he entered the Humanistiscbes
Gymnasium at nearby Bautzen. Due to subsequent relocations of his family,

1aobert Ulich, "An Autobiogi;aphy, 11 Leaders in American Education, The
Seventieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I I
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1971), pp. 413-414.

2Ib1d.,

p.

414.

3rbid., P•
l

415.

2

Ulich also attended Gymnasien at Leipzig and Dre_sden.

Throughout bis

secondary education, he concentrated on linguistic studies, i.e., Latin, Greek,
French, and Hebrew.

Of these, Greek was bis favorite subject.

This

traditional linguistic training, Ulich later recalled, "gave me perspective and
provided me with some insight into the depth, the beauty, and the failure of
4
the human situation_.,
Originally intending to study theology at the university level, Ulich
altered his plans after reading Lessing's Nathan
the Gymnasium.

~~in

his eighth year at

This celebrated classic on religious tolerance bad made the

"'
young student conclude that
there may be infinitely more greatness of mind in a Jew or in a
follower of Islam than in a Christian. {"At approximately the same
time, Ulich continued:! I read the book on Buddhism by the Englishman Rhys Davids. And when I bought some books on the history of
Christianity, I discovered its missionary complex as a consequence of
its claim to superiority, its alliance with insidious political powers,
its hatred against tree minds, and its persecution mania even within
its own ranks. Evidently, every organization that claims to be
absolute and thus to control ~he passage of man to the holy invites
the devil of totalitarianism.
Disenchanted with the claims of Christian dogma, Ulich turned to the study
of philosophy when he entered the University of Freiburg in 19()).

Though

philosophy remained his "prevailing interest", Ulich "saw so many answers towar
knowledge in the fields of higher learning that it took considerable time
6
before {"beJ knew wither to go."
Thus, before he completed his doctoral
thesis on "the rather obscure German poet, C. F. Scberenberg", he had trod
several academic avenues at Neuchatel, Munich, Berlin, and Leipzig, where he
finally took his. degree in 1915. Taking advantage of the German system which

4Ibid. I

P• 416.

-

5Ibid., P• 417.

6ibid. I P• 418.

3
allowed :free transfer to various schools, Ulich had attended these universities
"in order to listen personally to a professor whose books bad attracted ~my.:f
interest •••• "1
At the university level, Ulich specialized in the study of philosophy,
German language and literature, history, and Latin.

Before his graduation, he

successfully completed an examination required for certification as a secondary
school teacher. But, he recalled, "I never attended a course in 'Padagogik',
8
which.is probably the reason that I later became interested in education."
Soon after completion of his studies at Leipzig, Ulich was invited to
~

become a fellow at the Institute of Culture and Comparative History (Institut
fur Kultur und Universalgeschichte).

-

participation in World War I

9
1

Evidently unsympathetic to Germany's

he accepted the appointment and remained with

the Institute from 1915 to 1916. This organization was apparently founded to
'

conduct studies in comparative history, religion and anthropology, but its
operations were brought to nil by the war.

Nevertheless, Ulich accomplished

something while connected with the Institute:
Carmina Burana, Vagabond Songs !!:2!!!,

~

he prepared a translation of

Latin Poetry

£!. ~ Twelfth

and

Thirteenth Century (Carmina Burana, Vagantenlieder ~ der lateinischen
Dichtung

~

zwoelften und dreizehnten Jalu.-hunderts), later published in book

form in 1927.

8

'
9Ibid., p. 419. Ulich's
and for good reason: he tol~
brought many personal sorrows
Africa during World War Two.

November 9, 1970.

Ibid.

~

personal aversion to war seemed deeply ingrained,
the writer that Europe's armed conflicts had
to him, including the loss of his son in north
Interview with Robert Ulich, Harvard University,

In response to an increasingly acute shortage of teachers during the War,

Ulich left the Institute in 1916 to teach German literature and Latin at the
Thomas School (die Thomas Schule) in Leipzig. Though he felt that he had
taught German literature competently, Ulich's attempt to teach ten-year-olds
10
Latin "was an unforgivable sin,..
He implied that he simply had no patience
for the grueling
routine of drilling young pupils in the rudiments of Latin grammar.
Furthermore, he feared "spending f:hi2]' life at an institution such as
the Thomas Schule with teachers who enjoyed the glory of a long
tradition without adding anything to it. Also, L Ulich continuedJ I
had become deeply critical about the value of mere erudition in human
culture. Too many t!lf the learned in academia had dipped into a lot of
scholarly books, but had not read in the book of life. When compari~
with my parents, who had not studied, their immaturity was patent."
Consequently, after only one year at the

Th~~s

Gymn.asium, and with mixed feel-

ings about his performance as a teacher of the very young, Ulich "gladly
accepted an opportunity to work at one of the middle-sized metal plants in the
industrial center of Berlin."

12

This decision was shortly to lead Ulich back

into education as a career. But his concept of education was to undergo a majo
and fateful metamorphosis.
Though Ulich was not unfamiliar with the lives of German workingmen--he wa
exposed to them at his father's glass factory--his experience at the Berlin
metal w0rks opened his eyes to the trying circumstances of their lives,
circumstances made all the worse by the exigencies of the War. He witnessed
the workers' disheartening attempts to subsist on meagre wages, to be productiv

1 0u1ich, ttAn Autobiography", p. 420.

11Ibid., pp. 420-421.

1 2Ibid. 1 P• 421.

in the face of shortages of materials, and to continue working despite the lack
of holidays and vacations.

In addition to their personal hardships, the

workers were aware that the war effort was going badly.

They naturally were

attracted to leftist and revolutionary schemes that grew rife as Germany's fate
darkened.

But those who were outspokenly critical of the government or the war

Ulich noted, were identified by "government spies" and were precipitously
"despatched to the most perilous places at the war front." 1 3
Ulich felt moved by the workers' plight.

He increasingly became convinced

that
There was some truth in the claim of Karl Marx that the worker has
no fatherland f:i.e., has little or no siake in his country's
wealth..:J'. Indeed, a large part of the German..:J' population lived
under humiliating conditions and could well believe that the! were
exploited by the unholy trinity of state, church, and money. 4

L

"But", Ulich insisted,

11

just as I never became a Kantian or a Hegelia.n L-though

he was attracted to their thougbtJ, likewise I never became a Marxist."

Ulich

found Marxists shallow and Marxism too dogmatic:
The typical Socialist meetings disappointed me. The orators used
Marxian slogans, especially .that of the 'class struggle', without
penetrating deeper into the thought of Marx. It never dawned on
them that he, as all mortals, was influenced by his time and
environment. I was especially disturbed by the fatalistic character
of his materialistic det~rminism, which was in striking contrast to
the evangelism of ~Ss Communist Manifesto and his utopian image of the
classless society.
·
.

15~., PP• 421-422.

6
Ulich was disturbed by the life the laborers led and by their doubled hard·
ships stemming from the War.

He was equally disturbed, however, by their mis-

spent efforts to alleviate their condition by uncritical application of Marxiar
thought.

But what to do?

How were the workers to improve their lot without

falling victim to the chimeric promises of simplistic revolutionary "remedies"
and sterile socialist slogans? They were to do so through a radically new kind
of education, replied the former student and one-time teacher.
"In Berlin/' Ulich mused, "I began to change my whole conception of education.

What society needed--so I now began to understand--was a form ot total
~

re-education or reformation of the social body in its entirety. 11

16

Just what

content this "form of total re-education" was to feature or what configuration
the reformed social body was to assume apparently was not perfectly clear to
Ulich at this point.

Yet, he remained convinced that the lot of the laborer,

and, indeed, of all mankind, would be improved if only such a system of' education, or re-education, could be established.
Though he had not determined the specific details of such education and
reformation, Ulich was quite unequivocal about one major aspect:

total re-

education and social reformation could not be accomplished solely through the
agency of the school. For evidently in considering what kind of education was
called for by his conclusions, Ulich was led to ask
What forces do really educate us? I would answer, the family and
schools, to a degree, but in addition there are also the traditions
which form our Judgements and prejudices; the communal environments·;

'
16

~.,

p. 421.

7
the people with whom, under whom, and above whom we have to work;
our loves, hopes, and disappointments and infinitely more. In
comparison with the magnitude of these surrounding powers, h2W
narrow our t~ical concepts of education seemed to me then in
BerlinJ•••• " 7

L

Ulich' s experiences ..at the Berlin metal works had sensitized him to social
ills attendent upon certain economic arrangements and war. More important,
however, was the fact that this episode had turned him again toward the
profession of education, and that it had persuaded him that the alleviation of
social ills was somehow inextricably connected with what man learned.

Having

arrived at this conclusion, Ulich in 1917 readily accepted an offer from Walter
t'!

Hoffman, the direct?r of Leipzig public libraries, to assist in establishing a
program of adult education sponsored by that city's municipal government.

Here

was Ulich's opportunity to implement that type of education--at least on the
adult level--which he perceived was necessary while in Berlin.
Ulich remained with Hoffman and the Leipzig libraries' adult instruction
enterprise for three years.

His work in Leipzig apparently attracted the

attention of certain Saxon educational officials, for, in 1921, he was

inv~ted

to assume the directorship of that province's newly formed adult education
program, organized under the auspices of the Saxon Ministry of Instruction.
This offer, too, Ulich accepted.
As director of this program, Ulich felt that he "succeeded in changing
Saxon adult education from a rather conventional and somewhat charitable enterprise into a truly educational movement that attracted not only the middle
'
classes, but also· workers whom f:heJ
particularly wishes to reach. 1118

l7~., PP• 422-423.

a·
These years spent in adult educational efforts, Ulich later.reminisced, were
"one of the happiest parts of my professional work. 1119 Though they were
,

rewarding, they must have been personally distrubing as well.

For as a member

of the Saxon officialdom, Ulich witnessed firsthand the backstage machinations
of contending political groups maneuvering for advantage in the governmental
maelstrom of Germany during the '20s.
In 1923, the Saxon Educational Ministry's counsellor in charge of higher
education retired, and Ulich was asked to succeed him.

At the age of thirty-

three, Ulich assumed control of "university affairs and professional appointn
20
ments for all the institutions of higher education in Saxony."
Ulich was to
hold the position of counsellor for higher learning for some ten years. As

.

such, his greatest concern was a partly successful attempt to improve the
academic training of elementary school teachers:

he desired to secure

university status for the courses they had to undergo.

Traditionally,

elementary school teachers were prepared in normal schools or teachers
seminaries, whose programs lacked the depth and prestige of university work.
Ulich's efforts were hampered by various

mi~istry

officials who saw no need fo

change.
During the last half of .his service as counsellor, Ulich was afforded a
chance to return to the classroom:

he was appointed a professor of philosophy

at Dresden Institute and taught part-time there until he left Germany in 1933·
Ulich's own political education was continued and intensified as Saxon

'
19Interview with Robert Ulich.
2%1ich, "An Autobiography'', p. 426.

9
counsellor for higher education.

For in this position he observed the first

stirrings and the spread of anti-semitism that was to culminate at Dachau and
Buchenwald. From the beginning, Ulich set himself against the ethnic insanity
that led Saxony to repudiate her own native-born Lessing for speaking well. of
the Jews in Nathan~ ~. 21 As counsellor, on several occasions, Ulich
succeeded in persuading "Social Democratic or Democratic ministers to appoint
Jewish or leftist scholars rejected by f:someJ faculty out of mere prejudice."
Needless to say, these actions did not endear Ulich to the National Socialists
when they assumed full authority in Germany in 1933·
n

As 1930 approached, Ulich recalled, he became increasingly interested in
the subject of comparative education. By this time, he had apparently made th
· acquaintence of Isaac Kandel, who was even then the eminent scholar in that
-

field.

The two must have developed more than a casual knowledge of each other'

work, for through the good offices of Kandel and Abraham Flexner, Ulich was
inv:l.ted to lecture for a few months in the United States during 1930·

Ulich

accepted the offer.
When he returned to Germany in the fall of the same year, it was with the
awareness that the Nazis had won a signal victory in the recent elections. A
marked man for his openly liberal political and racial views, Ulich recalled
that after his return his "freedom of action became increasingly limited. 1123

.

.

And, "I f'elt,u he continued, "that I could be more useful if I devoted myself
.
.
24
full time to my professorship aD(i to writing."
But no phase of educational

21
2

~., pp. 429-430.

3~., P• 429.

22!bid., P• 426.

24Ibid.

10
work, neither administrative nor academic, was to avoid the impending
political showdown, as Ulich was to learn:

more and more, after 1930, the

nationalistic nonsense of the Nazis began to creep into and to achieve official
sanction in the schools of Saxony.

Soon Nazi agitators commenced their

successful disruptions of university classes and affairs. When at last in 1933
Hitler and his national Socialists achieved full power, and
When the Nazi fla& was hoisted on government buildings, I went
l-Ulich recalled_} to the Nazi l-educational.:J' minister, who bad
just arrived. Without waiting for what I wanted to say, he told
me that he had already signed the dismissal of racially and
politically undesirable professors. 11 weu, 11 I said, "I just wanted
to make sure that I am among them." 25
During subsequent days, most of Ulich's political proteges were clapped
into prison.

Ulich felt that he himself would have met the same fate, had it

not been for the influence of his wife, Elsa Brandstrom, daughter of the
Swedish general and ambassador to Russia, Edward Brandstrom.

Even so, Ulich's

house was placed under official surveillance and his students were shadowed by
Nazi police.
It was in this unnerving context in the fall of 1933 that Ulich received
an invitation from the dean of Harvard's Graduate School of Education, Henry
W. Holmes, to lecture at the university for a year.
to flee Germany.

Ulich seized this chance

He and his wife arrived in the United States in January, 193

This was a fateful decision, for Ulich would not again resume permanent
residence on the continent until the fall of 1970.

In addition, he was to

spend the rest of his professiollf\l life--as a teacher--at Harvard's Graduate
School of Education, from which he would retire in 1960 as James B. Conant,

25~., P• 432.

11
Professor of Education, Emeritus.
Hired initially as an assistant professor on the basis of a university
grant, Ulich was soon made a permanent member of the School of Education's
staff and was promoted eventually to a full professorship.
at the university were rather difficult, he later recalled.

His first few years
He was not very

fluent in English, and to complicate things, Ulich frequently found his strong
humanistic background in basic conflict with the entrenched and highly popular
views of the ubiquitous "Deweyites", who seemed to dominate the thought of the
School of Education.
,.,.

There were

num~rous

instances in which Ulich would find himself embroiled

with the advocates of progressivism. But the doctrine of the Deweyites at
which Ulich would take particular umbrage involved their.apparent inference tha
the immediate, material world and its concerns were paramount in life and educa
tion, and, indeed, were all that there really was to existence.

Though he

agreed that the faith in the empirical process was a valuable and necessary
addition to the Western educational tradition, Ulich refused to "make a new
dogma out of empiricism, 'instrumentalism', or whatever the 'isms' were."

26

Specifically, Ulich argued, man's empirical capacity, as every other human
capacity, and 1 indeed, man and his entire world, were sustained by a power and
a transcendent reality greater than man, his capacities, and physical existence
combined.

Thus, though he could accede to Dewey's assertion that traditional

ideas ought to be empirically scrutinized from time to time, Ulich insisted

'

l:2

that the most important question remained:
How can man be empirical, how can he invent and uee instruments,.o.
and hOW can he experiment with~a systematic sequence of ideas
and with"SOme hope of success? My own answer was only be transcending his subjective self towards a greater self; only because
he lives, physically as well as mentally, within a self-directing
whole which he can intuit only ••• as ••• "God". Man does not invent
his own logic, just as he does not invent himself •27
In their exaggerated and excessive advocacy of empirical ends and means
in education, Ulich contended, Dewey and the Pragmatists ignored the central
fact of existence, i.e., all of reality is undergirded by a transcendental
entity.

In doing so, Ulich continued, they tended to exalt the study of tbe

scientific method almostl";to the exclusion of older subjects that provided man
with some insight into the transcendental world, e.g., religion and the
humanities. Despite its intellectual closemindedness and its academic lopsidedness, always anathema to the catholic mind of Ulich, the thought of Dewey
was overwhelmingly popular among American educators.
Rather quickly, Ulich recalled, "I discovered that the one-sided admiration of John Dewey was partly due to the lack of historical knowledge on the
part of educators.

It seemed to many of them that his Democracy

.

(1916) was the only treatise on education worthy of reading."

28

~

Education

To counter

this fatal omission, which had led to a widespread cultural and spiritual
myopia among Ameri.can teachers, Ulich began to compose a series of books
specifically designed to illustrate the inerradicable connection among
education, culture, and transcendent values.

'

Thus, bis History 2!,Educational

13
Thought was penned to demonstrate that great educational theorists were also
great thinkers and often courageous L-socialJ reformers. 1129 Most of them,
.
30
Ulich believed, harbored 11 a profoundly mystical trend,~
for they conceived o
11

education, not simply as an uncritical transfer of ideas. Rather, they
defined education as " ••• a continual process of the re-examination, transmission, and re-formation of human values, and, most of all, a process of
1131
inspiration.
Ulich edited his Three Thousand Years 2f.Educational Wisdom
for the same purpose, and to apprise Western readers of the educational and
philosophic sagacity of the Orient. Most recently, he published

~History

2f.

!!'!

Religious Education (1970) to remind teachers of the predominantly religious
origins of Western educational practices and traditions.
In his opposition to the Pragmatists• heavy emphasis on the practical and
the immediate, and in his championing of certain older educational traditions
and practices, Ulich stood consistently among the lonely critics of Dewey and
his followers, long before their ranks were swelled after the Second World War.
And long before the topic of international. education appeared in books and
professional periodicals during the 1960s, Ulich bad begun to formulate ideas
about the deliberate use of formal instruction to serve the interests of all o
humanity rather than merely those of one or another national or ethnic segment
of mankind. Thus, as early as 1935, Ulich spoke of using education "in the

-

3oibid.

14
affectionate endeavor to help, to strengthen, to foster the human race. 1132
Some five years later, he argued that education bad a responsibility to

man.kin(

as a whole, as well as to the individual nations it served.33 Recall, too,
that previo.usly as a young man in Berlin during the G:Jree.t W&J!'", Ulich bad
divined that the resolution of human problems was somehow intimately involved
with education.
When asked, in an interview with this writer, at what point he became
consciously interested in international education, Ulich replied that he did
not know.

He

did recall, however, that at quite an early age be was
('!'

increasingly aware .of tne fundamental unity. of and similarity among human
beings and their ways of life and the fact that no single culture possessed a
monopoly on human wisdom. As an adolescent, he remembered being struck by the
profundity and eminent reasonableness of the thought of men from other culturee
who had lived and written in times long past. His introduction to Nathan
~

~

was an example of this occurance.
Ulich's initial exposure to religion worked to reinforce this mature open·

mincledness unusual for his age.

As a young student at Bautzen, be reminisced,

"It greatly impressed me that the nave of the £:1oca1J Cathedral ••• built in

32aobert Ulich, ! Sequence of Educational Experiences (Cambridge:
University Press, 1935), p. 91.

Ha.-.-=.=:

33aobert Ulich, Fundamentals of Democratic;: Education (Westport, Connecticu11:

Greenwood Press, Publishers, 1970), p. 343. This text was originally published
in 1940 by the American Book Company.

15
the sixteenth century, was divided by a magnificent fence, with the Catholics •••
preaching and praying on the one side and Protestants on the otber." 34 The
fence, he thought, did not obscure the essential unity or belief among
Catholics and Protestants.

To him, it was merely a material manifestation of

all those petty distinctions that had pointlessly set Christian against
Christian since Luther.

What counted was not the distinctions, but the some-

times ludicrously ignored unity or Christendom.
The intrinsic oneness of Christian ·culture seemed apparent to Ulich again
at his confirmation.

Ba~tised

a Catholic but raised a Protestnat, Ulich was

amused by the ecclesiastical commotion be caused when it came time for his
confirmation. For no less than a high Protestant churchman and a Catholic
bishop had to decide in which church Ulich finally was to be established. Aft
some debate, Ulich recalled, the two genially concluded that what mattered mos
was the Christian faith of the individual, not the particular church in which
be expressed this faith.

And though he was confirmed a Protestant, Ulich neve

forgot this very personal lesson in Christian brotherhood and harmony, nor was
the bishop's truly catholic view lost upon him.
As a very young man, then, Ulich had acquired an intellectual, cultural,
and religious openminded.ness, which, after all, may not have been odd for an
academically incl-ined descendent of Protestant and Catholic dissenters.

By th

time he left Berlin, be had also acquired a faith in the power of education to

34.Ulich, "An Autobiography'', p. 415.

~

resolve society's ills.

In the years following bis immigration to America,

Ulich would weave these acquisitions into a broad theory of instruction
designed to generate the kin4 of intellectual, cultural, and spiritual. openness
which his background and experiences had bestowed upon him.
It is now time to examine this broad theory of instruction, that is,
Robert Ulich's concept of international education.

CHAPTER TWO
·EDUCATION AND THE IDEA OF MANKIND

What, according to Robert Ulich, is international education, or to use his
own phrase, "education for mankind"? Any attempt to locate a simple response t
this essential question among Ulich's myriad writings is to invite unrelieved
frustration. For though he has written copiously on the subject, Ulich nowhere
,,,.

bas provided his reader with an exact, explicit, and extended definition of
international education or education for mankind. Detailed definitions, it
seemed, were a rarity for Ulich.

Even his sympathetic biographer, Messerli,

owned that to those insisting on an exacting verbal precision

11
•••

Ulich's

writings ••• seemed murky and vague. With some justification, his critics chided
him for the ambiguity and evanescent quality of {"bisJ terms •••• 111
Ulich's avoidance of straightforward statements about the nature of the
various topics that crowd the pages of his books was deliberate, however, for
he maintained that while "Man bas to use words in order to formulate and
communicate ideas, ••• words never symbolize fully the total concreteness of
their objects;

they give only a shadow of the richness of reality. 112

1Messerli, NSSE 7lst Yearbook, Part II (Proper citation will be completed
later.)
.
'
2Robert Ulich, Philosophy £!_ Education (New York: American Book Company,
. 1961), P• 56.
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Moreover,
Some cultural activities are so widely and deeply diffused
into the wholeness of human life that they defy all attempts at
ambiguous definitions. Who can say exactly what "politics" is,
where "business" begins and ends, or where "religion" plays its
role? In like m~er, who can mark where the boundaries of
ueducation" lie?
Definitions, then, cannot be trusted, nor can certain broad areas of human
activity be easily circumscribed and categorized.

Apparently, the topic of

international education, as well as that of education in general, was an
example of such activity.

Nevertheless, some description of the topic of this

research is in order, and, fortunately, Ulich did provide the writer with one.

"'

According to Ulich, education for mankind, or international education, is
an instructional effort intended to develop "an appreciation of different
national and cultural activities in terms of politics, religion, and other
expressions of human productivity. 114 It is education consciously conducted to
evoke a sense of human unity, or "unia", among peoples.

It is that directed

toward creating "a readiness to accept /:"cultural.:/ differences

L-a.mong all men

and a readiness:! to encourage and b~ happy in these differences, L-while.:J at
the same time [""developing a capacity.:J to see the amazing similarity among
5
men."

3~., p. x~.

4Interview with Robert Ulich, Harvard University, November 9, 1970.
5Ibid.
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This definition appeared to be consonant with certain aspects of Ulich's
overall educational philosophy, particularly in reference to his views on the
role of education vis-a-vis man and civilization.

The word "appeared" must be

-emphasized here, for again Ulich's pronouncements about man, civilization, and
education were frequently attended by the same kind of indeterminateness that
seemed to be the hallmark of his thinking.

Thus, according to Ulich, man was
6
a mystery whom even scientific psychology would fail to explain._ "The human
being, 11 Ulich argued, "is not describable in any total and definite manner ••• ",
for,

11
•••

that which is nearest to him--his self--is ••• the most evasive and
;!>

inscrutable" facet of his being.

1

The

"creative center of his ego," Ulich

maintained, "stays within a realm of cosmic forces which are beyond our
ordinary categories of thought, our discursive logic, and the grasp of our
conceptual language."

8

Neverhteless, certain assertions can be made about the nature of man.
Among the most significant of these is that man's life is no mere "biological
datum", for it is sustained by ·u cosmic or metaphysical forces

CwMch,

once

moreJ we are unable to explain~ •• scientif'ically. 119 Man, in other words, is a
transcendental as well as a physical phenomenon.

6aobert Ulich, Education in Western Culture (Chicago:
World, Inc., 1965), p. 129.

7u1ich, Philosophy of Education, p. 70.
9!bid., pp. 4 and 7.

Harcourt, Brace and

8Ibid.,· Po 69.
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Furthermore, Ulich maintained, man "develops according to certain laws of
human growth ••• which he cannot change arbitrarily.... uW One of the principle
laws which directs human development is the dictum that man cannot become fully
human without acquiring a capacity for "transcendence".

Transcendence, or

"self-transcendence"--Ulich seemed to use the terms interchangably--is man's
ability to reach "beyond his given physical and mental situations toward wider
ll
areas of life and mind";
it is the extension of the personality beyond
12
itself";
it is, quite simply, man's faculty to vicariously participate in the
lives, thoughts, and emotions of others through the power of his imagination

"'

and the medium of his empathy.

Without this facility, man must remain less tha

human, for man:
can
his
and
his

develop into his own form only if, together with cultivation of
own personality, he constantly transcends his empirical isolation
tries to understand the whole of the components: upon which he and
civilization ultimately depend.13

And whenever man transcends himself, i.e., whenever he "tries to understand the
whole of the components upon which he and his civilization ultimately depend,"
he inevitably comes to the realization that he is inextricably part of a vast
but totally interrelated reality, for "behind every person is ••• his society,

10

Robert Ulich, Conditions £!:.Civilized Living (New York:
and Co. Inc., 1946), p. 71.

Eo Po Dutton

11Robert Ulich, (ed.), Education and the Idea of Mankind (New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964)-;-p. 270 12
~
Robert Ulich, Crisis and Hope in American Education (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1951), p. 97. ~
~
1 3u1ich, Philosophy of Education, po 220.

The
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bis nation, and its history, mankind, and finally the universeo" 14
Thus, ma.n becomes man only when he deliberately attempts to breach his

isolation by linking his consciousness to that of other men and by attempting
to grasp the overarching truths of existence, the greatest of which bas to do
with the total interrelatedness and unity of reality.

Furthermore, the sense

of unity with other men and with all of existence constitutes the essence of

humanness.

Indeed, he who would isolate himself is mad:

solitary, the misanthrope are.o.possessedo

"The hermit, the

They l-represe~~ a neurotic

si•tua.t•ion •••• .. 15
,,.,

Now, as each human being is inseperably part of all others, so too are
whole cultures and civilizations part of one another:

"The greatest in the

past of every great nation continues to live in every other nation that
participates in the cultural enterprise of the race. 1116 Despite all its
divisions, ..... despite all national wars and suspicions, humanity is a whole
nl7
••••
And as each human being must strive to be self-transcendent, so too
must every civilization:

" •• othe transcendental cbaracter ••• is a.n in-

despensible prerequisite of civilization", for " ••• cultural greatness and
attractiveness have never come from ingrowth.

The more we learn about the

glory of ancient Greece, the.more we become aware of the mixture of influences
18
that it rec.eived from older cultures. • • •11
Every major accomplishment of

14Ulich, Education and the Idea of Mankind, p. 23.
(

1 5u1ich, Philosophy of Education, p. 1500
1 6aobert Ulich, The Education of Nations (rev. ed., Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1967), p. ix.
1 7Ibid.
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Western culture, Ulich argued, was the product of the stimulation from "foreign
ideas.

1119

In brief, as with man who does not become fully human without

breaching his isolation from other men and reality, whole cultures and civiliza
tions will remain stunted and sterile, unless they open themselves to the life,
thought, and influences of other peoples.

Indeed, Ulich concluded, the very

" ••• survival of a civilization depends on its capacity to combine courageous
interest in new movements ••• in thought •• with a respect for ••• tradition. 1120
Without the capacity for self-transcendence, then, neither individual men
nor entire civilizations can mature, or, in the latter case, survive. And with
out education, neither ~ nor civilization can acquire self-transcendence, for
the very essence of education is the cultivation of this quality.

Education,

explained Ulich, is the:
widening f:"ot.:J man's intellectual horizon, {:"in order to.:/ lead him
deeper into his own self, and this not merely for the purpose of
developing his individuality--which, when leading to isolation may even
lead to catastrophe--but for the purpose of helping him to discover the
unity of his own striving with the strivings, hopes, and ideals, and also
the loneliness, the sins, sufferings and the aggressive tendencies of
all mankind. 21
So integral was the development of transcendence to the process of education
that Ulich warned, "The schools must protest against all forces ••• which hinder
man's self-transcendence or his power to reach into ever widening spheres of

l9Ulich, Philosophy of Education, p. 98.
2°trlich, Crisis ~Hope ~American Education, p. 159·
~

21Ulich, Education and the Idea of Mankind, p. xvi.
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thought and action. 022
Education, then, our contemporary assertions to the contrary, is not
simply "information-gathering11 nor merely transfer of knowledge, for such "will

. inform-, but not form·a-person. 1123 In fact, the directionless accumulation.
of data can work to destroy what little sense of inner unity and self-direction
students yet possess.

24 Nor is education the preparation of overly specialized

professionals or the process of Philistine political indoctrination of the
young.

25

No, the essence of education has nothing to do with aim.less ingestion of
facts; rather, it b~s ev&rything to do with transcendence, or th.e linking of
the individual with the larger realities of humanity and all of existence.

Its

purpose is not to produce narrow professionals or thoughtless political
automotans, but "to make man humane--that is, to tune his mind and soul in sue
a way that.he becomes eager to draw into his development all that makes his an
his fello'Wlllan's life rich and creative, and so capable of truth, love, and
.. 26
justice ••••
Thus, in Ulich's thought, education in general and international educatio
in particular have much in common.

Both are designed to develop in ma.n a sense

22Ulich, Philos?PhY 2£. Education, p.
2

158.

3u1ich, Education ~ the Idea of Mankind, P• xv.

24u11ch, Education in Western Culture, Chapter Eight.

2 5u1ich, Philos?PhY of Education, p. 27.

26

:tbid., p. 89.
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of genuine openness toward others, and both are intended to evoke in man a
sense of unity with humanity.
this:

What, then, distinguishes the two? Apparently

whereas education in general should terminate with a sense of self-

enrichment, the product of a new awareness of one's relation to other men and
all of reality, and in action of an undefined nature, 27 international educatio
should end in something more specific:

it should create an "ever-widening

sense of humane responsibility and •• ·L-anJ active moral commitment to the·
28
common tasks of mankind.u
In addition, then, to cultural openness, and a
sense of human unity, international
education must develop in students a desir
er.
to actively participate in the resolution of problems which confront all men.
Now, exactly how is this to be done?

That is, how are the goals of

cultural openness, a sense of human unity, and a"commitment to the tasks of
mankind" to be achieved?

In short, how, according to Ulich, is international

education to be conducted?
When asked this question, Ulich replied that his suggestions for the
improvement of American secondary education, contained in his Crisis and Hope
in

American Education, should serve as the organizational, curricular,

and

27In contrasting the theoretical with the active life, Ulich observed tba
~ ••• all wise men have emphasized as requisite for inner maturity not only a
vision of the transcendent, a perservering mind, and the seeing of relationships. They have also laid stress on the continual interchange between learning and action ••••• or the vita contemplativa and the vita activa." Ulich,
Crisis and Hope ~American Education, p. 107.
28ulich, Philosophy 2!'._Educ~tion, pp. 142-143.
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methodological basis for the conduct of his concept of international
29
education.
Careful reading of Crisis and Hope convinced this writer that
Ulich's third chapter, entitled "The School of the Future11 , was the particular
section of the book to which he alluded.

In this chapter, Ulich attempted to

deal with one of the fundamental problems of American education, i.e., that
arising from our need for schools which combine "the ideal of equality with
the ideal of quality." 3 For unless the American school were egalitarian, tba

°

is, genuinely equal and open to all, it would serve only to intensify social
divisions among the populace and so undermine democracy. And unless it strove
for academic excellence at the same time, the quality of our national culture
would decline.
But how can the American school be at once excellent and open to all?

Ho

can it maintain standards required for cultural progress without exacerbating
social cleavages based upon intellectual and vocational differences among
students? How can it, in short, achieve what Ulich termed "unity in diversity"
American education can have both excellence and equality, Ulich argued,
it would alter its primary emphasis from that of developing intellectual and
vocational abilities to that of developing a strong, viable, and democratic
sense of community among students.

While it ought not to abandon altogether

its traditional academic objectives, American education should strive first to
build a strong feeling of unity, a genuine desire to co-operate, and a sense

29Interview with Robert Ulich.
3<\Jlich, Crisis and Hope !!!, American Education, p. 47.
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of mutual responsibility among its pupils.

In this manner, both the cohesive

and intellectual-vocational needs of our society will be met, and American
education will preserve and strengthen our cultur_e and our democracy.
Now, how exactly is this democratic sense of community, or, in Ulich's
words, "communality", to be developed by the school?

This desired sense of'

community is to be evoked through what Ulich called "emotional education."
when Ulich asked,

11

Fo

Which are the spheres where human beings, despite all their

individual inequalities, can share the experience of communality ••• ?", be
straightaway answered that
they are those which involve "our physical.
t"
activities, natural'appetites, and emotions. 1131 It is in these three areas of
"human experience, Cu11ch maintained, tbatJ the degree of sharing, and
consequently also of community in education, reaches far beyond adolescence
and the boundaries of individual cultures •••• 1132 And of these three functions
which all human beings share and which produce the sense of community among

men, it is apparently the emotions· which are the most significant. For it bas
been through essentially affective or emotional appeals that literary geniuses,
religious prophets, as well as dictators and demogogues, have moved and moulde
masses of men.33
Academic education alone, then, can never serve as the framework upon
which the fabric of a democratic society is to be woven.

Rather, such is

accomplished only through schooling which is essentially emotional.

31Ibid., p. 49.

32Ibid.
33~·, pp. £1-9-50.
I.

For:

27
if difference in social status and difference in intellectual quality
come together and there is no overarching dynamic above all these
divisive factors, then a school may be a breeding place for the highhandedness and snobbery of some and the resentment of the rest. And
then we. hav~ not democratic education but induction into ciassmindedness . j4
In short, "without any connecting emotional link ••• the school community
35
splits,"
and so too will the society the school is intended to serve.
"Of course," Ulich conceded, "a school should try to unite young people b
means of intellectual learning as much as possible.

But you soon discover tha

beyond a relatively low level of academic achievement the differences in
intelligence and

aptitud~ will block your desire for unification. 11 36

Consequently /
though recognizing that there~~ common field of ex;perience ••• E!,
certain basic intellectual pursuits, ~~attempt i9_ !2,~e the
dilemma between unity ~ diversity :ez. using ~ the common ~ of
education the activities primarily fitted to cultivate the emotions
Er the affective life.37
Now, what are these "activities fitted to cultivate the emotions or the
affective life" which will bring unity into the diversity within American educa
tion and society?
The essence of Ulich's plan for emotional education combined what can be
called experiential learning with elements of traditional academic and
vocational training.

Instruction was to take place in several buildings as wel

as in fields and shops. _The physical center of the learning complex, and,

34n,1d., P• 25.
36Ibid., Po 223.

35Ibid.

37~., P• 68.
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indeed, the hub of Ulich's entire scheme, was to be the largest campus
structure, called the "Co:mmunity House o" 38 In the Co:mmunity House, " ••• all
members of the school community assembl~ for their common activities>• 39 And:
Since the uniting element of our new education lies in the
emotional sphere, this building would be the sanctuary for the
cultivation of all those experiences and attitudes which enable
both teachers and pupils to realize not only their oneness with ·
their fellow men and all h~ity, but also the relationship
between man and the cosmos.
"With this in mind," Ulich continued, "there will be built into the
Community House a 'chapel •• •J:forJ.. .rest and contemplation ••• where a young
person can go in order tcr be alone. 1141 Here,

11

••• he

l-canJ •• feel

comfort that can unite man with humanity and the universe.

1142

the profound

Though the

chapel was not to be the exclusive domain of one sect or another, Ulich lef·ii no
doubt that it was to be used, for those who feared "that the minds of the young
may be contaminated by contact with a community ~which_lbelieves in the
universality of religious experience ~should_:[ ••• have ••• separate schools.~43

.

Finally, "There will be great poetry recited in the chapel and great music will
be heard with the participation of the school choir and the school orchestra.•!'t-

38Ibid •I

p•

70o

40
Ibid.

42~., p. 71.
44
Ibid.

-

41Ibid., PP• 70-71.
43Ibid.

-

"Besides the chapel," Ulich went on, .,the Community House harbors the art
gallery, the music hall, and the general library. 1145 The art collections will
contain unot only reproductions of the best paintings and etchings, but also
originals loaned from the museums of town and state. 1146 The music hall will
feature performances nnot fitted for the chapel." 47 It will also house recordings of the great masterworkso

48

"In winter the music ball may also serve as the domicile for the teacher
of eurytbmics and his pupils."

49

And "The teacher of eurythmics will co-

operate with the teacher in drama," in order to blend both arts as they were in
ancient Greece, thereby extending the sense of community among the students as
they engage in these modes of human expression.50
"Near the Community House L-will beJ the gymnasium and the surrounding
["athleticJ fields, L-for theif have an important part /:to playJ in the
basic emotional education of the young. 1151 Physical education, Ulich explained
should not center on simply exercising the muscles; nor should the fields serve
only " ••• as the occasional meeting ground for teachers and students--all
2
shouting ••• the old school tie. 11 5 "Rightly understood, physical discipline is

4 5Ibid.'

47~.,
49Ib1d.
5llbid.

46Ibid.
P• 72.

48~.
50Ibid.
52
Ibid., p. 73.

a part of education toward harmony and self-respect":

it should develop "poise

and balanceu and a respect for the body, the consequence of correctly

conceiving it as a worthy instrument of the mind. 53
With sport understood in this way, there is no break between
the "spiritua.111 and the "physical" in education. Then the whole
group of activities, from the Community House with its chapel
to the gymnasium and its play fields, would provide the area of
basiq emotional education in which all unite irrespective of their
scholastic differenceso There all should find safe foundation ~Jtd
constant help for the development of character and personality.
Though the "whole group of activities" from the Community House to the
Gymnasium obviously constituted the heart of Ulich's scheme for emotional
rt

education, academic'concerns were not at all to be ignored.
vocational instruction, too, were important:

Intellectual and

first, as a means to develop

human talent, and,. then, as a means to develop a sense of human unity.

But

whereas no distinctions were to be made among the participants in the
activities at the Community House or on the playing fields--for the purpose of
these activities was to bring all the students together--clear differentiations
were to mark the students' academic education.
Such separation, or "tracking'', was necessary and natural, Ulich maintaine
for though men are very similar but not quite equal in terms of their emotional
attributes, 55 they are "incurably different in the sphere of the intellect. 1156

53Ibid., pp. 73-75·

54Ibid.,

55~.,

56Ibid., p. 59.

pp. 49-50.

p.

75.

Thus, when one surveys a typical population, he can discern five more or less
distinct "groups" of people.

The first two of these groups, Ulich implied, are

rather small in number, but they are readily distinguished by their interest in
"intellectual activities."

For them abstractions are neither impractical nor

difficult to grasp: rather, theories constitute for them "a higher reality, as
they were for Plato."

57

'

Among the first two groups, those of the first

" ••• prefer to deal with the humanities and social problems, whereas ~hose of
the secondJ are fascinated by mathematics and the natural sciences. 11 58
Of the third group of talents, let us call them th,e "executive
group", it is difficwlt to give an exact definition,
asJ they
represent a more complex psichological picture than the primarily
theoretical groups, and •••
the scale of their activities covers
a wider area in the occupational life of a nation, from the political
and orgaanizational leaders down to the business clerk. Some of this
group may intellectually be equal to the young humanists and scientists.
But instead of being attracted by theoretical problems, they are
anxious to apply knowledge to practical tasks. They like to organize,
to master situat5~ns and human relations, or to acquire wealth and
influence • • • •

L

Laif

There is next " ••• a fourth group of people, whose talent lies in their
skill as artisans.

Though not primarily intellectual, they are not at all

without highly valuable talent11 , for among them are skilled specialists,
craftsmen, and artists.

60

'

Moreover, many of this group "are capable of under-

standing even difficult problems, so long as these come out of a concrete
situation. n

61

57lbid., p. 61.

58~.

59~., p. 62.

60Ibid., P• 63.

61 Ibid.

Fifth and finally, there are those who have not been blessed with
any highly differentiated talent. They are "average", or even a little
below averageo They are fully as useful and.as good.citizens as members
of the other groups6 as a matter of fact, they keep the wheels of
civili1..ation going. 2
Now, on the basis of these "natural" and essentially inerradicable
intellectual distinctions among individuals, academic and vocational instruction was to take on different forms and was to be conducted in separate buildings.

Thus, ttAround the Community House we have the balls ••• for the various
groups of pupils divided according to their specific interests. 1163

.

First of all, "There is the hall for the budding humanists, 11 for whom "We
do not prescribe a stiff pattern of curriculum Cas theirJ proE9:am may varY
according to the locality •••• 1164 But though the humanist curriculum might vary
from place, its core was to be composed of literary and historic studies.

Its

object, in addition to preparing "the future interpreters of the great
humanist traditionu, was apparently to induce the student to "identify" with

.

.

.

great authors, to enter fully into the meaning, essence, and "spirit" of their
works.

65

For "Only when we try to reason and act as the great men would

exhort us to do if they could now talk with us, can they become our
companions"

66

and presumably influence our lives.

In order to enter fully into the spirit of the writings, i.e., "in order

.

to come closer to the mind of an author and his people", the students "will •••
.

go through the labor of learning some of the original

languages'~

.

and will study

original sources of knowledge. 67 They " ••• will learn that interpretation of

'
62Ibid.,

Po 64.

64.
Ibid., PPo 75-75·
66
lbid., P• 11·

63lbid.,

P•

75.

65~., P• 76.
67Ibid., P• 76.
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great documents is not just translating, but an imaginative art" which
involves "not only reconstruction of words, but also re-formation of ideas, or
transposition of things past into living attitudes and deeds. 1168
With this approach as the guiding principle in the organization of the
humanities, :L.e., emphasis upon grasping meanings through study of original
sources in their original languages,
••• all the other subjects will gro~ themselves around l-the humanities_]'
easily and organically. History L for instance_]' will not be a lifeless enumeration of data, but a.n intercourse with the great thinkers
and doers of earlier ages; it will be delivered from the 0.rigi~
documents and not be narrated in the customary textbook fashion.
.
~

Finally, the young humanists will be taught mathematics and the sciences, "not
so much with the intention of making £:'them_]' mathematicians and scientist~,

CtheirJ

knowledge. o. 11 so as to provide
.
70
them with another, i.e., quantitative, method for understanding reality.

but with the purpose of rounding out

ttWith the same regard for a well-rounded aspect of the world, the
students who concentrate on ma.thematics and science will not receive merely
71
'professional' Li .e. 1 scientif'icly.. ,'; theoriticalJ training. 11
They will no
be driven " ••• to ••• the study of mathematics and the sciences so far that no

.
72
time remains for a broad human development."
Every attempt will be made to
breach " ••• the attitude of scientific isolationism as it emerged during the
nineteenth century and

[t<;2]' reincorporate the exact and applied disciplines

into a broader cultural and philosophical framework."73 Thus, the scientists,

68Ibid.

69~.,

7oibid.

71Ibid.

-

72Ibid. 1 P•

'7Q

fVe

73Ib1d.

P• 77.

too, will be introduced to that "fundamental wisdom about man's relation to
himself, his fellow men, and God ••• expressed in the millennium before and
during the end of .antiquity ...... 74 They, too, in other words, will study the
humanities as well as science and mathematics.
The education ot the "executives", in a way, will be broader and more
complex than that of the two groups of theorists. For, in addition to mastering "the means and techniques of organization, business and management, /J.hey
will.also examineJ the human goals which they have to serve11 ,75 i.e., they
will join the scientists in the study of the humanities and social

sciences~

!!"

Moreover, so as to acquire 11 a sense of good manual workmanship L-they will be
sentJ frequently over to the fourth division of our ideal school where they
will meet the young artisans. 11 76 The "doers," then, more than any other group,
must combine theory with practice, knowledge with skill, and a sense of
community with an ability to get things done.
~he

instructional unit of the fourth group, the "artisans", will be one of

the largest buildings on campus, as it will contain workshops as well as class
rooms.

"These workshops, however, will not only be filled with the noise of

tools and machines; they will in their own manner provide a wide humanistically
minded education.u 77 Tecbni~a.l skills and ideas will be taught with reference
to their larger iviplications:

"Therefore the teachers in the artists',and

artisans' department must seize.every opportunity to point

f:outJ the general

problem inherent in a particular,practical task."78

74Ibid.,

p. 77.

76Ibid., p. 81.
78Ibid., pp. 82-83.

75~., p. 8o.
77Ibid.
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Avoiding the "thin atmosphere of abstractions", instructors in the
artisans' hall will nevertheless take every occasion to link concrete tecbnic
problems with the perennial problems of all men.

In this way, just as the

executives' and scientists• views would be expanded through humanistic studies,
the Weltanscbauung of the artisans would be widened allowing them to "transcend
their subjective situations and increase their sense of community with mankind.
·Hence we will use manual work not only as a value in its own right,
but also as a center from which to move freely, yet systematically, into
the sciences of both man and nature, expecially in so far as they help
the student to understand the interrelationship between his work and the
culture of mankind.79
~

The education of the fifth and last group posed special problems, Ulich
observed, for boys and girls of this segment of the population are even less
moved by "verbal forms" of learning than are the artisans. Moreover, their
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual lives are most threatened by the deadening realities of our industrial-technical economy:

they are most exposed to

the drab environment of congested industrial areas; and they are most
frequently subject to the spectre of joblessness. 80
Thus, Ulich was moved to comment, "There is something insoluble in the
problem of educating the unskilled worker, because there is something insoluble
in his human situation," i.e., the almost inescapable fact that so much of his
life will be spent in monotonous work and dull surroundings which tend to benumb the mind and senses.

Nevertheless, the education of "the workers"

deserves as much attention as that given to the other groups described above.

80~., PP• 83 -84 •

Consequently, nJust as much as the other boys and girls they will participate
. in the

emotion~ education going on

in the Community House.

1181

But in accoi'd-

ance with their talents and calling, their academic instruction will center
upon:
the fundamentals of citizenship and husbandry. They will not suffer
from the feeling that the knowledge extended to them is theoretical
knowledge thinned and delivered in hom5~athic doses; theirs will be
strong and useful food, though simple •
. They will have workshops for their semi-skilled work, where they shall aid the
artisans in the construction of useful products.

They will assist in the up-

keep of the school buildings.
They will work the school farm, taking care of
t-its livestock and ploughing its fields.

They may periodically leave the campus

.

to join in community and national conservation projects.

83

And "The girls who
.

are interested in household arts will act as the housemothers of the
community. 084 Finally,
The whole division will be responsible for the roads, lawns, and flowers
of the campus, and they will be the commanders of the squad when the
young highbrows of the humanist and scientific groups come to work with
them.
For there will be one rule in our school of the future: that
every physically capable pupil will have to spend some hours of every
week in useful practical work, partly in the workshops, partly on the
farm and in the gardens. In the great effort to unite the individual
members of the school into one community, and also to unite the various
capaciti~s in each individual into one harmonious whole, the Community
House and the gymnasium on the one hand, and the workshops, the farm and
the gardens on the otherband, will be equally a1J!Portant. They will be
like pillars holding the two ends of a bridge. J
'

81Ibid.,
.
p.

8

84.

3Ibido 1 PP• 84-85.

8 5Ibid.

·a2~.

84:rbido, P• 85.
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This completed Ulich's prescriptions for the education. of the five great
groups of students! from theorists to workers.

Ulich had a few more remarks,

however, for the conduct and location of "the School of the Future" • Since
'tNo

institution, no movement, no idea, and no sentiment in the world can live

long on itself ••• ["the new- s-0hool will have to haveJ contact with the outer
world in order to keep alive."

86

The School of the Future "will therefore •••

attempt ••• to become the center of cultural activities for the entire
1187
community.
All 11 exhibits, concerts, and addresses given in the school [;ill
.
00
be open toJ the parents and the other inhabitants of the town .. 11
Every
r
.
8
effort will be made to maximize contact among teachers, parents, and townsmen.

o.

At the same time--if possible in combination with the junior or
the community college--the school will be the center for adult education,
of a type which is more than vocational and more than a nice and harmless pastime. It will rather be education that helps the adult to
clarify his own personal, ~5cial, and political problems in stimule.ting
contact with other adults.
Finally, the School of the Future should be built "at the outskirts of the
city or town, for it will cover a large area" and will incorporate elementary

.

as well as secondary instructional levelso

91

And by locating the school in its

own "special and independent area to which children of the most varied parts
of the city would flock, education would no longer have to fight the dividing

a1Ibid.

89~., pp. 86-87.

91Ibid., PP• 87-88.

effects of social grouping •••• 1192 the inevitable product of racial and
economic segregation within the city.

Large cities, Ulich concluded, would

have to develop several such school sites, while sparsely settled areas would
have to consolidate their resources and construct one central facility. 93
Such, then; is Ulich's scheme for emotional education. Such also was his
scheme for the implementation of his theory of international education. For,
as indicated previously, Ulich specified that his suggestions contained in
Crisis

~

Hope for the improvement of American education were to serve as the

organizational., curricular, and methodological framework for the conduct of :.:
international education ~s well.

At

this point, the reader is in possession of

the main elements of Ulich's theory of international education.

It remains but

to note a few more central considerations germane to this theory and then to
integrate all the elements into a concise and articulated statement of the
whole.
International education, according to Ulich, is education designed to
develop an appreciation of and acceptance of different world

cult~res;

it is

that intended to evoke a sense of the unity of humanity and a commitment to its
connnon tasks. By this definition, international education inevitably involves
both academic and affective learning.

It incorporates academic learning for

"appreciation" of a culture cannot occur without some knowledge of the culture. ·
It incorporates affective learning for acceptance of, unity with, and commitment to others cannot occur without some sort of emotional preparation.
Because it includes both academic and affective learning, and because it
must use the school not onl;1-aB a means to transfer knowledge but as a means to

93;Q!~., Po 88.
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create and extend human ties within society, international education is similar
to education in a democracy. And, like education in a democracy, Ulich maintained, international education can achieve its ends through "emotional
education", i.e., the use of education to bring into being a deep sense of
"community" • This sense of communality, i.e., a genuine openness toward, union
with, and responsibility for others, was to be generated by a combination of
common experiential and academic-vocational learning based on the activities
associated with the "Community House" and the various instructional halls
descrioed earlier.

Once this sense of communality breathed among the members
'

~

of the school commU?ity,'it was to be extended, in ever-widening circles, to
the innnediately local or town conununity and finally to the entire famil.y of
man.

94 And, presumably, once this openness toward, unity with, and

responsibility for others bad been extended to all of mankind the goals of
international education would have been achieved.
In brief, then, Robert Ulich's theory of international education becomes
the following:

international education is the attempt to use formal schooling

to develop and appreciation and acceptance of foreign cultures, a sense of
unity with humanity, and a commitment to its tasks by evoking an

international~

extend.able sense of openness toward, oneness with, and responsibility for
others through a certain scheme of experiential and academic-vocational
instruction.
Now, it may be argued tbat Ulich's theory is more complex than thiso For
t.

he asserted that, like education in general, international education must first
generate a feeling of self-transcendence before it can evoke a "·sense of
humanity" or the sense of' international communality desired:

the sense of humanity can enter into a person's conscience only if he
feels in his mind and heart a tendency to reach outward and upward and
if he adds to the s9~se of the immediate the mental dimension of width
as well as breadth.
But, whether or not the phenomenon of self-transcendence actually precedes the
development of .the sense of communality, the fundamental problem of Ulich's
theory of international education remains the same.
of the following questions:

That problem is composed

Do those organizational, curricular, and method-

ological prescriptions outlined in Ulich's scheme for emotional education
ultimately lead to and evoke a genuine sense of cultural openness, unity with
others, and

responsibilL~y

for them capable of being extended to all men7 Do

they, in fact, produce appreciation and acceptance of foreign cultures and
peoples?

Do they bring into being sincere feelings of brotherhood and an

active concern for the welfare of all mankind?
Whether or not the feeling of transcendence occurs prior to the appearanc
of communality seems to be essentially a philosophical problem, in the opinion
of this writer, and as such incidental to the central pedagogical issue which
is, again, does Ulich's scheme for international (or emotional) education
actually end in the cultural appreciation and openness, human unity, and
commitment desired?

The answers to this question will constitute the themes

ot the remaining chapters of this studyo
9 5u11ch, Crisis and Hope in American Education, pp. 24-25 and Ulich,
Philosophy of Educatioll; p:-142:-

-

'

CHAP.rER THREE

CURRICULUM FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Robert Ulich's theory of international education bas been described as the
attempt to use formal instruction to develop an openness toward and an appreciation of foreign cultures while evoking a feeling of unity with humanity and a
commitment to its welfare.
that called into being a

Such was to be achieved by a system of instruction

~eep

sense of communality and a genuine sense of self-

transcendence, which, in turn, would lead to the openness, appreciation, unity,
and commitment desired.

Before proceeding any further, it would be useful to

note some distinctions between the concepts of communality and selftranscendence, since, apparently, Ulich perceived some important differences in
these two key terms.
According to Ulich, the sense of communality arises out of the sharing of
certain basic human functions, ioeo, those involving physical activities,
natural appetites, and emotionso 1 Though these functions cannot be totally
divorced from the operation of the intellect, they must be considered

1

Supra, Chapter Two, Po 60
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essentially physiological in natureo

2

The sense of self-transcendence, on the

other hand, appeared to be a largely intellectual or cognitive phenomenon, for
it involves "o•oan amazing process of selecting and ordering the continual
influx of impressions. 113 It is, at base, a reaching out into 11 wider areas of .
life and mind11

4
0

nFor the person who thinks," said Ulich, "reiates himself to

.

the other objects in the world; he extends, as it were, his mental antennae
outside of himself into a universe which is not his own though he is a part of
it. 115
But while the sense of communality may be said to be physiologically ,
derived and the sense of self-transcendence intellectually or cognitively
derived, both concepts have to do with the uniting of man to man:

the former

on a physical or material plane and the latter on a mental planeo· Both
involve the extension of the human individual beyond himself, in the one
instance as a physical entity and in the other as an intellectual

entity~

2The arousal of ~ppetites and emotions among humans would seem to presuppose some kind of low level mental activity or perception~ But the action o1
the intellect here would appear to be minimal, when compared to the activity of
abstract thinking.
·
.
~obert Ulich, The Human Career: ! Philosophy 2f. ~·Transcendence (New
York: Harper ei.nd Brothers, Publishers, 1955), Po 102!
4nobert Ulich, ( edo), Education and the, Idea of Mankind (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc!, 1964~po 27a Emp~sis addedo

5uu.cli, The Human Career, p~ lOlo Perhaps self-transcendence cannot be
called a totally cognitive phenomeµon, for the profoundest kind of unity with
creation would seem to require a sort of intuitive, inexpressible awareness
that is'more felt than intellectually understoodo We are, as Ulich bas so often
observed, a unity that cannot be easily disected into mut~ exclusive segltnents labeled "purely physical" or "purely menta111 ~

Thus, the concepts of communality and self-transcendence

ar~

at once

related to and distinct from each other. So too are the remainder of Ulich's
objectives for international education.

The ultimate ends of his scheme, i.e.,

cultural openness and appreciation of foreign cultures, a feeling of human
unity, and commitment to mankind, are different individually; yet they are
similar in that their realization must be preceded by the creation of
communality and transcendence.
Ulich's theory of education for mankind, then, bas different kinds of and
different levels of objectives.

There are first the remote or ultimate ends of

openness, appreciation, unity, and commitment. And there are the immediate
objectives of communality and transcendenceo There are also affective

~bJec

tives, in that Ulich's plan calls for the creation of communality and openness,
unity, and commitment, all of which at base seem to be emotional in nature. Ano
there are finally content or subject matter objectives, in that his scheme
requires appreciation of foreign cultures and self-transcendence, both of which
appear to involve knowledge of people and situations beyond the individual
consciousness.
Now, how does Ulich, in terms of the curriculum, propose to reach all these
various objectives?

His answer to this question will constitute the basic theme

of this cha.ptero
Asked which were the studies peculiarly fitted for the conduct of education
for mankind, Uli.ch replied that there were none. There was no rigid hierarchy
~

of subjects, be maintained, uniquely appropriate for a curriculum of international education.
6

1~terview

6

.

What mattered, Ulich explained, was not the subjects

with Robert Ulich, Harvard University, November 9, 1970.
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themselves, but rather the

11

spiritt• in which subjects were taught:

no study of

itself, automatically, would lead to the realization of the goals of
international education,7 nor, presumably, to either commtinality or transcendenceo

However, he added, any discipline, properly taught, was capable of
illustrating ut~anscendent thought118 and, conceivably, was capable of evoking a

"sense of hwnanitytt as well.
Now though there were no absolutes as to what may or may not be included
in the curriculum for international education, there were, Ulich admitted,
certain studies (and learning activities) which appeared to be "more explicit

9

~

["than othersJ in expressing the spirit of humanity'!.

.

Which were these?

From his exclusive references to Crisis and Hope, it may be safely inferred tba
those learning activities and studies most explicit in expressing the spirit of
humanity, and therefore most apropos for the curriculum of international education, were those discussed by Ulich in reference to emotional education.
The

curr~culum

for emotional education, the reader will recall, combined

certain kinds of experiential. and academic-vocational learning.

On the

eA-periential level, it called for bringing the entire school community together
in the Community House, in order to share in religious experiences, poetry
readings, and musical performances.

Ulich indicated also that art exhibitions

and dramatic presentations were to involve as many people as possible.

Pbysica

education and sports, too, were intended to draw students and teachers together
Finally, everyone was to spend so:qie time joining in "useful, practical work" in
the school workshops or on

~he

campus grounds, farm, and gardens.
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The main object of all this experiential learning, again, was to unite,all
the members of the school population, "irrespective of their scholastic
differences", into a harmoniously integrated community.

It was designed to

develop among the students a genuine openness toward each other, a feeling of
unity with each other, and a willingness to work for each other's welfareo
was intended, in short, to create communality.

It

Thus, the first of Ulich's

immediate objectives in his scheme for international education, i.e., the sense
of ·communality, was to be achieved through the experiential learning activities
associated with the Community House, athletics, and the all-school work
projects.
But what of the second immediate objective, self-transcendence? As noted
above, in contradistinction to communality, self-transcendence is fundamentally
an intellectual or cognitive phenomenono As such, it requires knowledge for itf
realization.

This knowledge, evidently, was to be provided by the academic;.;.'

vocational learning phase of Ulich's scheme for emotional education.
A

re-examination of the academic-vocational

provi~ions

Ulich's pronounced bias in favor of the humanities.

of

his plan revealec

The education of the first

group of theoreticians, it will be remembered, was to center Upon humanistic
studies.

That of the scientists and the executives, too, was to feature the

humanities as well as quantitative and managerial studies.

Even the instructior

of the artisans was to occur in a "humanistically minded" manner.
Ulich's apparent prepossession

.

re~ding

Indeed,

.

the humanities extended to the

experiential phase of his instructional program:

much of the common activities

to be conducted within the Community House involve humanistic subjects, ioe.,
music, art, and drama.
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Why, it may be asked, should Ulich rely so heavily on the humanities in
order to cultivate self-transcendence? And why did he evidently consider them
more explicit than other disciplines in expressing the spirit of humanity?

The

answers to these questions were contained in Ulich's conception of the nature
and potential of the humanities.

Study of the humanities, explained Ulich, can

help to lead
man out of his isolation into the agora, where peoples meet and exchange
ideas. /.:"They can induce_:[ him to wander through foreign lands and
project himself into their works of art and thought, into the motives
and decisions of t.heir statesmen, into the graces of their peace, and
the heroism and shame of their wars. L-FinalllO they can assist:! him
to live more sympath!tically witho •• others.o••
More than any other studies, then, literature and languages, history and
philosophy, the fine arts and the social sciences, can, according to Ulich, leac
the student beyond the narrow confines of his own consciousness into wider areas
of life and mind. 11 With their peculiar ability to project the individual's
awareness into the lives, thoughts, and deeds of other men, the humanities, morE

lOUlich, Education and ~he Idea of Mankind, Po 273.
llu11ch has explicitly defined the humanities as including history,
philosophy, and the fine arts (Ibid., Po 253). Tbat literature and languages
fall into the category of the.humanities was implicit in Ulich's heavy emphasis
upon these studies in the education of the "young humanists11 as outlined above.
That the social sciences also were to be so categorized seemed evident in
Ulich's lament tba~ tbe humanities and the social sciences, since the Nineteentt
Century, have become increasingly separated from each other (Ibido, PPo 262-264,o
In so much esteem did Ulich apparently hold the social sciences that he assertec
they had the potential to "accomplish more than the older, one-sided classical
s,chools •••• " Robert Ulich, FundaJllentals of Democratic Education (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, Publishers, 1970J; p. 209.
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than any other curricular element, can create the sense of self-transcendence
and a deeper understanding of the spirit of humanity and the soul of mano
But if the humanities were to be the academic means to self-transcendence
and a sense of hwnanity, what would lead to the same ends in the realm of
vocational education? Emphasis upon handicrafts and :manual arts, Ulich seemed
to reply.

For by "moving closer to nature" through work with one's hands, we

move closer to the "universal creativeness" undergirding all of existence.

12

And, presumably, as one moves closer to the creative center of reality, he
moves out of his own crowded consciousness into wider areas of beingo

""

Vocational education, in other words, was not intended to consist of merely
teaching students to operate tools and run machines. Rather, it was to be
conducted in a manner which encouraged creativity and artistry in respect to
working with material things.

Thus, what the humanities were to accomplish for

those pursuing academic studies, i.e., transcendence, handicrafts and manual
arts were to accomplish for those engaged in vocational education. 1 3
Such, then, was Ulich's curriculum for international education.

It

featured certain experiential learning activities, apparently designed to evoke
a sense of communality and thereby to realize the ultimate affective goals of
international education as defined by Ulich, which were again an openness towa
other, a feeling of unity with them, and commitment to their welfare.

It

featured, as well, a hwnanistically oriented academic curriculum and a
12
Interview with Robert Ulicho
1 3.:rhis conclusion seemed Justified on the basis of Ulich's desire to use
manual training "as a center from which to move ••• into.o. the study of man and
nature •••• " Robert Ulich, Crisis and Hope in .American Education (New York:
Atherton Press, 1966), p. 83.
~
~
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creatively oriented vocational curriculum evidently intended to provide the
knowledge required for an appreciation of foreign cultures and the selftranscendence necessary for any genuine intercultural openness, unity, and
commitment.
Now, what may be said of Robert Ulich's curriculum for international educa
tion? First of all, it must be observed that Ulich's curricular proposals are
nothing new; they are as old as classical Greek education.

The deliberate mix-

ing of students in common instructional activities in order to evoke certain
feelings, attitudes, and values, e.g., a sense of belongingness and loyalty,
was a common feature of Spartan education.

The use of essentially humanistic

studies to accomplish the same ends was typical of Athenian education, which
relied upon Homeric poetry and song to instill desired affective qualities
.

among the young.

14

For that matter, Ulich's entire concept of using schooling

for the promotion of international understanding is also nothing novel. Erasmu
and Comenius long before Ulich had advocated as much. 15
There were, in other words, historical precedents for both

Ulich'~

curricular prescripti-0ns and bis overall theory of international education as
well.

There also were precedents for his ideas in the realm of educational

philosophy.

Ulich 1 s curriculrun, with its heavy humanistic orientation,

14
H. I. Marrou, A Histo~ of Education
Books,; 1964}, pp. 29-34, 41- , and 69-71.
1

!!! Anti9,uity

(New York:

Mentor

.

~rank E. Schacht, "The Classical Humanist: Erasmus11 , The Educated ~:

Studies in ~ Histori of Educational Thought, ed. Paul Nash, Andreas M.
Kazamias, and Henry J. Perkinson (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966},
P• 159; and Frederick Mayer, !_Hist°); of Educational Thought (Columbus, Ohio
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966 , pp. 230·· and 2370
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appeared to be very similar to certain Idealistic conceptions about what should
be taught and why. According to Kneller, the Idealist believes that the school
curriculum "should widen the child's understanding of the universe and of man
himself.

Hence, it should pay greater attention to such subjects as history,

philosophy, the fine arts, and religion, which tend to be neglected in the
contemporary school."

16

standing reality outside

Ulich, too, favored these subjects as a means to under

of the individual consciousness, i.e., as a means to

self-transcendence.
There were other parallels between Ulich's educational thought and that of

J. Donald Butler's observation that "What the school wants as
.
17
its products are people who are at home in the world as a whole"
seemed to b

the Idealists.

merely another way of saying that what education should produce is an openness
toward and appreciation of foreign cultures and peoples.

These qualities, it

will be recalled, were two major objectives of Ulich's plan for international
education.

Finally, Ulich's persistent concern for human unity seemed faintly

reminiscent of the Idealists' near obsession with philosophic integration, oneness, and coherence in their metaphysics and epistemology. 18
Robert Ulich's theory of and curriculum for international education, in
short;, seemed to reflect a great deal of the Idealists' philosophy of educ.ation

16George F. Kneller, Introduction to the Philosophl of Education (New York

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1964), p. 3b. -

1 7J. Donald Butler, Idealism in Education (New York:

Publishers, 1966), p. 92.

~.,

18

PP• 48-52 and 67-73.

,

-

-

Herper and Row;
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And, like much of the thinking of the Idealists, in the opinion of this writer,
Ulich's curricular prescriptions featured an annoying inexactness and lack of'
clarity, particularly in the realm of educational objectives. For despite his
explanations, Ulich frequently left this writer perplexed over the exact meaning of his key terms.

Precisely what, for instance, is

11

transcendence"'l

does it mean to nreach out into wider areas of' life and mind"?
cally, is meant by "appreciation of' foreign cultures"?

.

Wbat

'

What, specif'i-

Or "communality"? Or

.,

"commitment"?

Furthermore, even if these objectives were satisfactorily def'ined--which
they were not--how does

;ne verify that they have been realized?

That is, how,

exactly does one measure the achievement of transcendence, appreciation,
communality, or commitment? At base, most of Ulich's objectives for international education are attitudinal:

openness toward others, unity with them,

and commitment to their welfare are essentially attitudes or feelings; to be
instilled by Ulich' s instructional scheme. And attitude development is one of
the most. notoriously difficult of all educational objectives to either achieve
or measure. 19
The questions raised above are very serious and basic questions, for unless
curricular objectives are clearly defined and measurable, no educational

•

19see Hulda Grabman, Evaluation of Curriculum Projects: A Starting Point
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1968), Po 26; Hugh V. Perkins, Human
Development and Learning (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company,
l969J, p. 450;and Anne Anastasi,~ P1chological Testing (2nd ed.; New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1961), pp. 543-54 o
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enterprise would ever be able to ascertain whether or not it had achieved its
20
purposes.
To this writer, Ulich has not answered those questions in an
entirely acceptable mannero

His curriculum for international education, there-

fore, sUffered initially from two critical shortcomings:

it lacks complete

clarity in terms of its objectives; and its objectives, even if clarified, may
be impossible to quantify.
There remain, however, even more serious flaws than these, for they lie at
the very heart of Ulich's curricular theory.

The objectives of Ulich's scheme

for international education were to be achieved by a combination of
tial and

a~ademic-vocational

learning.

experien~

To develop an appreciation of foreign

cultures, openness, and so on, students were to share in common activities and
were to be exposed to an essentially humanistic academic-vocational. array of
studies.
Now, although there seems to be some promise of opening students
emotionally to each other, of breaking down prejudices among each other, and,
in general, of developing a more constructive and cohesive attitude in regard
to each·other through what is called "intergroup education" 21 , the mixing of

2°.For a discussion of the importance of clearly stated and measurable
instructional objectives, see Hilda Taba,Curriculum Devel~ment: Theory ~
Practice. (Chicago: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 19 ), pp. 10-12 and
201; and Ralph w. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1950), p. 3.
,
2
1.rhere are a number of studies which seem to establish that intergroup
education, i.e., education of racially or socially mixed classes designed to
break down prejudice, actually is effective. See, for instance, Lloyd and
Elaine Cook, Intergroup Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1954)
or Hilda Taba, Elizabeth Hall Brady, and John T. Robinson, Intergroup Educa~ in Public Schools (Washington: American Council on Education, 1952).
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racially, socially and culturally different students may actually increase
rather than lessen divisions among them. According to Allport, "It has sometimes been held that merely by assembling people without regard for race, colo
.religiou~

or national origin, we can thereby •• odevelop friendly attitudes.
.

case is not so simple."

22

The

The fact is, Allport maintained, "Such evidence as

we have clearly indicates that such contact does not dispel prejudice; it seems
more likely to increase it. 1123
As Ulich has previously admitted, then, mere mixing of students will not
automatically produce openness, unity, and commitment among them.
r:-

"True

.

acquaintance", however, as opposed to "casual contact" does seem to lessen
24·
'
'
prejudice.
But, it maybe asked, how far is the school required to go in
developing "true acqua.intences11 among students?

Is this not more properly the

function of the community or the church?
If mere mixing of students cannot of itself end in openness, unity,
commitment, can academic instruction achieve these ends?

~d

It would appear that

it cannot:
Even though we have little basis for saying so, we continue to assume
that the liberal arts make people more liberal, and that the humanities
make p.eople more humane. Most of the available evidence (which is not
conclusive) indicates that at the college level very little change in
the values of students can be notedo Stu~5es at the elementary and
secondary levels also are not optimistic.
22

Gordon w. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Garden City, N.Yo: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1958), p:-2°50o ,
~
~·, P• 251.

~

Ibid., P• 252.

25ilarold L. Hodgkinson, Education .!!!_Social and Cultural Perspectives
(Englewood Cliffs, NoJ.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19b2J, p. ij4.
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Thus, neither those experiential nor academic learning activities specified
by Ulich can guarantee the realization of those attitudinal outcomes which can
be summarized as the sense of communality.

In light of this fact, the problem

of whether or not his plan for academic and vocational education produces the
phenomen_on of self-transcendence becomes an inconsequential one. For while
Ulich's curriculum for international education may actually produce a reaching
out mentally to others, it very well may be incapable of producing a commensurate emotional extension on the part of the individual. And without the
latter, there can be no possibility of fully achieving the ends of education for

However, even if his curricular prescriptions did evoke a sense of
~ommunality

~an

within the school community, the following question would remain:

that sense of openness, unity, and commitment in fact be extended to those
the campus grounds?

~eyond

Or will it, like the love professed for all men by

so many nreligious" people, wither in the face of human reaJ.ities'l
For all its alleged concern for the emotional education of students,
Jlich's ideal curriculum proved to be fundamentally an academic one:

its

amphasis on the humanities has already been noted at length. As such, Ulich's
~urriculum

for international education remains one which would be more apropos

~or and attractive to a relatively few in our highly technical and practical-

ninded cultureo
~o

Ulich 1 s heavy reliance upon languages, literature, history, and

on, in his instructional. scheme
reflected more of his own educational back.
~

~ound

and experience tban a thorough awareness of what might prove viable as a

~rogram

of studies in industrial, commercial America.

Furthermore, Ulich bas prescribed a curriculum for the secondary and higher

levels of instruction, rather than one applicable at every rung of the educational ladder:

the study of fine arts, philosophy, and foreign languages seem

inappropriate in the primary gradeso Thus, his curricular prescriptions for
international education are incomplete.
They are incomplete in another sense, tooo

It will be remembered that

Ulich indicated that the Community House was to serve as the site for the
sharing of 11 common activities" among the entire school community.
these activities?

Ulich listed but a few:

Which were

they involved the chapel and

musical, artistic, and dramatic presentations. He might have also

indic~ted

that the Community House could serve as the common dining hall, where all migh1
share their meals, and that each week the cuisine featured would be that of a
different culture.

He might have also indicated that the religious, musical,

artistic, drama.tic, and sport and play activities, in which all were to take
part, did not necessarily have to be drawn from the Western or Occidental
traditions, i.e., those
culture.
lands in a

activit~es

might be inspired by an Eastern or Oriental

In this fashion, students would be exposed to tbe life-ways of other
nat~ral,

i.e., physiological and recreational manner.

A few final observations remain.

They have to do with the education, of

the two last groups of students described in

Uli~h's

scheme for emotional

education, the artisans and the workers. Both of these groups were to receive
instruction commensurate with their interests and talents. Such dictated,
apparently, that their instruction would mainly involve learning manual skills

'

and handicrafts; these talents also were to be the means by which members of
the two groups were to achieve self-transcendence.
It must be asked, in all seriousness, how the making of a table or chair,
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or the acquisition of the ability to make them, will bring the student into
contact with wider areas of life and mind.

It must be asked, also, whether or

not Ulich expected too much of the young, intellectual 11 highbrows", for he
wanted them to place themselves willingly under the direction of 11 squad
leaders" drawn from among the workers and then to police the campus grounds ..
The experience of the Russian and Chinese Communists, who have tried to send
young university students back to the farm or into the factory for a year of
manual labor, should have given, Ulich second thoughts about this idea.
theless, it appears to be a sound concept:

Never-

many modern students probably do

/fl'

not get enough contact with the physical realities of the fundamental modes of
production.
Most, i f not all, of the preceding comments about Ulich's curriculum for
international education have been of a negatively critical nature.

Is there

not any strongly positive assessment that can be made of Ulich 1 s ideas?

The

answer is yes. For despite the la.ck of empirical proof that Ulich' s curriculaJ
proposals can accomplish his stated ends, be has nevertheless chosen the most
logical means to realize his objectiveso

If indeed appreciation of foreign

cultures, openness to foreign peoples, feelings of unity with them, and commit·
ment to their welfare can be·achieved through some kind of formal education,
then, logically, such is most likely to occur through an instructional program
like that outlined above.

That is to say, the ends of international educationJ

i.e., appreciation, openness, etc., are more likely to be achieved by bringing

'

all kinds of students together and by exposing them to each other and to the
humanities than they are by teaching students mathematics in total isolation
from each other.
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Furthermore, for all its faults, Ulich's curriculum for international
education possessed a most significant quality frequently absent from other,
but less ambitious, instructional proposals.

His plan featured a full range o

studies and learning activities, from the humanities to the sciences, from
commercial subjects to vocational training, and from pbysical education to
religious development, without loss of inner unity and cohesion.

In theory, a

least, Ulich succeeded in outlining a most comprehensive yet thoroughly integrated curriculum, which, at every phase and level, did not lose sight of its
overall aims, i.e., greater human unity and intercultural understandingo
was no mean achievement.

26

This

And it attested to the sweep of Ulich's vision, to

his practical and profound grasp of the function and possibilities of various
studies, and to the consistency of his concern for harmony in life, thought,
and education.
But despite these strengths, Ulich 1 s curriculum for international education suffered from several debilitating flaws:

the ambiguity and ilµmeasur-

ability of its objectives; and its humanistic bias and its incompleteness all
worked to sap the promise of Ulich's plano

Consequently, the potential success

of Ulich's theory of education for mankind, if it hangs upon the strength and
promise of his curricular concepts, is not at all bright.
However, Ulich argued initially that it was not so much the curriculum bu
the "spirit" in which teaching occurred that mattered in the international
educational enterpriseo

In other words, in the realm of education for mankind,

'
26

.

See Taba, Curriculum Developmen;t, pp. 298-301, for an explanation of the
importance of integration and unity in curriculum planningo
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teaching methods were superior in importance to any program of studieso

In

light of the serious shortcomings of Ulich's curriculum, this assertion took oI
additional importance.
It is time now to examine Ulich's teaching methodology for international
education.

CHAP:rER FOUR
A METHODOLOGY FOR INTEfu1ATIONAL EDUCATION

The previous chapter concluded with the observation that Ulich considered
teaching methods a more important consideration than curricular provisions in
education for mankind. 1 But when he was asked to describe the ideal methodology for internat.ioual education, Ulich informed this writer that no
particular manner of instruction was superior to any other. Any method of
teaching, he explained, was appropriate for international education so long as
it was at once suitable for the subject matter and the age, experience and
capacity of the learner; conducive to bringing the student closer to the
creative center of the universe, i.eo 1 capable of encouraging in him a sense of
self-transcendence; and effective in illustrating to him how the knowledge or
skill acquired could be utilized or applied in resolving the tasks of mankind.

2

Thus, as in the case of the curriculum, in which Ulich argued that no single
subject could be considered as exclusively appropriate for international education, no single teaching method, he insisted, was peculiarly suited for

lcrhis was no.novel position for Ulich, since he asserted as much before:
" ••• it should be clear that it will be the spirit in which an experience is had
or a subject is taught which decides about its value for mankindo'' Robert
Ulich, Philosophy of Education (N~w York: American Book Company, .1961), p. 144
2

Interview with Robert Ulich, Harvard University, November 9, 1970.
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education for mankind.
It should be recalled, however, tha.t in spite of his assertion that no one
study could be considered uniquely valuable to international education, Ulich
nevertheless place heavy emphasis upon the humanities in the curriculum.

Like-

wise, though he said that one teaching method was as potentially effective as
another, it seemed clear from a number of remarks contained in three of his
key books, i.e., Crisis and Hope, In American Education, Philosop&, of Educatio
and Education

~ ~

Idea of Mankind, that Ulich considered certain modes of

instruction significantly more effective than others in the international
educational enterprise.

Now, which were these?

What, in other words, was

Ulich's preferred methodology for international education?
A review of Ulich's scheme for emotional education, described previously,
yielded several statements and implied principles concerning methods of teaching. These, it may safely be assumed, constituted an initial listing of Ulich'
ideal teaching methods in education for mankind.
or implied involved the concept of
within the program of studies.

unity~

That most frequently mentione

both within the school community and

Ulich, it will be remembered, consistently

called for bringing students and teachers together in common activities and for
uniting them with the coJlllllUility at large.

Re also called for the integration o

the various curricular units; e.g., he suggested that the
eurythmics combine their activities and tbat the programs of both the scientist
and the executives include the htlil¥ll1ities as well as quantitative and manager
studies.

Thus, two key principles in Ulich's methodology for international

education were:

(1) in whatever subject area or at whatever instructional leve

maximize student participation 1n the learning activity; and (2) on every
occasion
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A second salient feature of Ulich's plan for emotional education involved
the humanities. Ulich's preoccupation with these studies was manifested
throughout his scheme. When he did not specify that the humanities were to be
featured in the curriculum, as in the program for the artisans, he urged that
teaching be conducted in a 11 humanistic11 manner.

Thus, a third, but largely un

stated, principle of Ulich's teaching technique for international education wa
that at every opportunity, the human or humane functions of knowledge were to
be emphasized.
Beyond these general and largely implied methodological maxims,

Uli~h

provided only a feWc guides for the conduct of teaching, and most of these had
to do with the humanities.

He suggested, the reader will recall, that the

humanities student be led to "identify'' with great authors by entering into th
"spirit" of their masterpieces.

He stressed the teaching of meanings and

ideas, not mere words, in the study of original documentso Concerning the
instruction of the young scientists, executives, and workers, Ulich said littl
or nothing about method.

He did specify, however, that abstractions were to b

avoided in teaching the artisans; and every chance should be utilized to
illustrate general principles in a particular task •
. In his Philosoph;y: of Education and Education and the Idea

2f Mankind,

Ulich reiterated some of his instructional principles and introduced several
new principles.

Unfortunately, like so much of his writing, most of the new

and heretofore unmentioned principles were rather obscureo

'

As in Crisis and Hope, Ulich, in both texts, again noted the importance o
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teaching meanings and intent over mere subject matter. 3 In Mankind, as in this
writer's interview with him, Ulich once more stressed tailoring teaching to the
maturity of the student:
The school must not intentionally split the minds of the young from those
of the oldo It must not talk about topics beyond the comprehension of the
pupils. It must adjust the goa4s and the methods of teaching to the
mental capacity of the learner.
·
In Philosophy, he counseled that teaching ma.chines need not be shunned in the
international educational effort, since they could be used to free the teacher
for more personal contact with the student.

"But," Ulich warned,

i f certain "practic£1.-minded" school administrators and school boards
use the teaching machines for pushing the teacher aside to save salaries,
enormous harm will be doneo For only the personal relationship between
the learner and the educator can provide that interchange of ideas, that
warmth of confidence, and that understanding of error and praise of
achievement--in 5ther words, that atmosphere of huma.neness--in which free
men can develop.

Here, regretably, Ulich's lucidity concerning teaching methods for
international education largely endedo

What remained were only vague intima-

tions and veiled allusions about instructional techniques.

He int~ted that

the use of examples had their place in education for mankind, for be observed
that "More so than with so many spiritually worn-out adults, the compassion of

3u1ich, Philos9PhY.. of Educati~ p. 145 and Robert Ulich (ed.), Education
and the ~!?!,Mankind '(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964),p.29
4u1ich, Education

~the ~of Mankind,

5u1ich, Philosophy of Educalion, p. 160.

Po 30.
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youth can be aroused by a few great examples that reach into the heart of
humanity."

6

Drawing of comparisons, too, were apparently important, for Ulich

implied that they can result in a "healthy relativism, which should prevent us
from idolizing ourselves and our nation •• 0. 117 The Harvard historian and
admirer of' Hegel also seemed to advocate a dialectical rather than an
empirical approach to classroom teaching, for he contended that "Only a dialectical form of thinking that sees the ambivalence and polarity in even the
118 Thus, Ulich would
most virtuous preachments can help us to act wiselyo
apparently begin classroom instruction by contrasting maxims and principles
rather than by conductingresearch and observation. Finally, he appeared to
'

call once more for self-transcendence in international education:

"Everyone

who works on himself opens the door to humanity, and whoever cares for humanity
enters deeper into the self •••• n 9
Such, it would seem, was Ulich's complete teaching methodology for
international educationo Before commenting on its merits, it would be helpful
to summarize his remarks on instructional techniques noted so far.
of their citation, Ulich's methodological

p~inciples
l~

for international

education were:

6

Ulich, Education and

7Ib1d., p. 23.

8Ibid., Po 26.

9Ibid., p. 33.

~

In order

Idea of Mankind, PPo 29-30.

1) maximize student-teacher partici9ation in learning activities;
2) fuse and co-ordinate instruction among the disciplines;
3) emphasize the human and humane uses of knowledge;
4) encourage students to identify with authors studied;
5) stress meanings and ideas rather than mere facts and empty content;
6) illustrate general principles from particular problems;
7) tailor instruction to the maturity of learners;
8) utilize teaching aids, but not to the detriment of personal studentteacber contact;
9) use great examples in teaching;
10) make comparisons;
11) employ dialectic over empirical thought; and
12) lead the student to "work on himself".
Now, what may be said of Robert Ulich 1 s methodology for international
education? First of all, it must be observed that Ulich's methodology is incomplete, if the term is defined as a detailed description of teacher behavior
in the classroom. What Ulich provided under the name of methodology was not
explicit exposition of instruction for international education; rather, he bas
merely listed a random series of very general guidelines for teaching.
For example, Ulich did not inform his reader exactly how to maximize
student participation in learning activities.

Nor did he specify how to enco

age students to identify with authors studied nor how to employ dialectic thi
ing.

He simply urged the teacher to maximize such participation, encourage

such identification, and employ such thinking.

It must be concluded, there-

fore, that Ulich's "methods" for international education were at base mere
directives rather than clear directions for the conduct of education for mankind.

They were not so much explanations of teaching procedures as they were

earnest but essentially cloudy exportationso

Though much of Ulich's writings

seemed to fall into the category of ernest exhortation, hortatory maxims are
out,of place here; for a thoroughly adequate methodology for teaching must be
quite explicit and specific regarding teacher behavior and student activities
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Like his curriculum for in·ternational education, discussed in Chapter
Three, Ulich's

instructi~:inal

philosophical precedents.

pri?_ciples were not without their historical and

His advice about employing examples and dialectic

thought was reminiscent of Plato's admonitions contained in The Republic.

The

great Greek sage, also, had urged that students be exposed only to edifying
examples of human existence in literature and poetry, and he also felt that the
10
dialectic was the highest form of thought.

As in the case of his curriculum, Ulich's list of teaching "techniques"
reflected a good deal of Idealistic thinkingo

His keen interest in illustra-

ting the unity of knowledge parallelled that of the typical Idealist, of whom,
said Kneller,

"o •• knowledge is not fragmented but unified, since reality, which

knowledge reflects, is itself a whole."

11

Ulich's endorsement of the use of

examples, comparisons, and the dialectic in teaching also corresponded to
.
12
Idealistic views regard.ing teaching procedures.
Finally, Ulich' s assertion
that no single manner of instruction eclipsed all others in the realm of education for mankind appeared to harmonize with Butler's belief that ".o.idealists
are likely to insist that they are creators and determiners of method, £21
devotees of some one method. 11 13
10

James Milburn, ! Histog 2f. Education: ~Social Interpretation (2nd ed •.
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1959), PPo 162-163; and William Boyd, The
History of Western Education (8th ed.; New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 19'b'bJ,
pp. 35-3b.

11aeorge 1'~. Kneller, Introduction i<2, ~Philosophy of Education (New York
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1964), P• 35.
12J. Donald Butler, Idealism in Education (New York:
Publishers, 1966), pp. 103, 117, and llB.
1 3rbid., p. ll7o Emphasis added.

Harper and Row,

Perhaps because of his apparent Idealistic bent, Ulich's remarks about
teaching methods displayed on occasion the same annoying inexactness that was
so much in evidence in his curricular scheme. Though his lapses of clarity
were not quite so frequent as before, Ulich again succeeded in perplexing this
writer over terminology.

What, for instance, the writer wondered did it mean

"to identify with an author"?

What exactly did one do when he "worked on him-

self'"? Ulich did not explain.
Like his curriculum for international education, Ulich's "methodology"
.

,

appeared incomplete and cfne-sidedo Most of his dozen instructional directives
<

seemed suited for an academic and secondary rather than a vocational and
primary type of educationo

His emphasis upon ideas, general principles, com-

parisons, and dialectic reasoning appeared most appropriate for a highly
academic--and specifically linguistic--instructional program designed for
mature minds.

His acknowledgement of the need to tailor instruction to the

level of the pupil and of the need to avoid abstractions with some students
notwithstanding, Ulich's teaching

procedu~es

seemed apropos only for that kind

of curriculum he championed in the previous chapter, i.e., one which heavily
favored academic and humanistic studies. Once again, then, Ulich's prescriptions for international education reflected more of his own personal academic
background and humanistic predilictions than a consistent awareness of the full
range of academic needs and realities in technical-and-practical-minded
America.
To ignore such sizable segments of American education as the elementary
and vocational
proposals~

ele~ents

constituted a major flaw in Ulich 1 s methodological

But the greatest weakness of Ulich's teaching techniques for inter-
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national education involved the basic presumption that they were capable of
realizing the ends of education for mankind.
Although nowhere did be say as much, it seemed apparent that Ulich's
instructional principles were intended to reach specific objectives of international educationo

It may be safely assumed that Ulich's urgings to maximize

student-teacher involvement in learning activities and to use comparisons
resulting in a "healthy relativism" were designed to achieve a certain level oi
cultural openness.

It may be assumed that his emphasis upon illustrating the

unity of knowledge and general principles inherent in particular problems was ·
directed toward convinc~g the student of the unity of all realityo

It may be

assumed that Ulich's concern for citing the human and humane use of knowledge
was aimed at evoking a sense of responsibility for and commitment to others.
Finally, it may be assumed that his endorsement of identification with great
men and of "working on oneself" was intended to realize transcendenceo

.

.

Assuming that these were, indeed, the intentions behind Ulich's "methodology'' for international education, it' must be asked, as it was in the previous
chapter, Can these instructional provisions actually achieve the ends of education for mankind?

That is, can student-teacher contact and drawing of com-

parisons increase cultural openness? Can emphasis on the unity of knowledge
and general principles or truths lead to feelings of unity with reality?

Can

illustrations of the humane uses of knowledge produce commitment to others?

.

And can identification with great men and great causes, as well as "working on
oneself" evoke transcendence?
In reference to the first question, it has already been observed that
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increased exposure to others can actually lessen cultural openness •14 And •
exposure to facts, with which one could make comparisons, can lead to the
closing of minds as well as.to the opening of tb.em. 1 5 In reference to the
second question, it may be argued here that what is at issue is the classic
problem of knowledge transfer, i.e.,· can the perception of the unity of knowledge lead to the perception that all reality is one1 An educational
psychologist with but the slightest leaning toward behaviorism would respond i
the negative. 16 In reference to the third query, it has been noted already
that humane learning does not necessarily make one more humaneo 17 Logically,
~

it may be maintained that emphasis upon the humane uses of knowledge may also
fail to make one more humane or commited to the welfare of others. Finally,
"identi.t'ica.tion" with great men or authors--wbatever that means--and "working
on oneselfn whatever that means--may in fact produce transcendence--whatever
that means. But so long as Ulicb 1 s "methodology" cannot guarantee the develop
ment of communality, i.e., cultural openness, a sense of oneness, and commitment, the most fundamental affective objectives of international education may

14Supra, Chapter

Three, po ·7 o

1

ed.;

5i.1uz~fer Sherif and Carolyn Sherif, An Outline of Social Psychology (Rev.
Harper and Brothers, 1956}, p. 5587 16
New York:

See, for instance, Jo Charles Jones, who concluded that though some
transfer of learning is certainly possible, "Clearly, our ability to control
the complicated forces affecting transfer is sharply limitedo In most cases,
transfer is largely a matter of gµesswork and chance." J. Charles Jones, L
Learning (Chicago: Harcour~ Brace and World, Inco 1 1967), Po 1440
1 7supra, Chapter Three, pp.

7-8.
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remain beyond the grasp of Ulich's scheme of education for mankindo And the
problem of whether or not Ulich's instructional prescriptions can evoke transcendence, as in the case of his curricular prescriptions, becomes academic and
peripheral. For, as noted previously, transcendence without communality is, as
far as the ends of education for mankind are concerned, a sterile achievemento
Like his curriculum for international education, Ulich's methodological
maxims were seriously flawed.

They evinced the same vagueness, incompleteness,

and humanistic bias which his curricular suggestions revealed. As in the case
of his program of studies, Ulich's teaching techniques well may be incapable
of reaching the ends of education for mankinao
neither novel nor up to date:

His instructional theories were

certain suggestions were as old as classical

Greek education; and Ulich ignored such long-established instructional
approaches to attitude change as role-pla.yingo

Indeed, Ulich' s

~'.methodology"

.

was no methodology at all; his prescriptions for teaching in education for man-

kind were merely a motley collection of general guidelines.
So far, the assessment of Ulich's methodology for international education
has been highly negativeo
can be made in its defenseo

There are, however, a few positive observations that
The first is that Ulich' s instructional principles

seemed quite consistent with the overall thrust of his ideal curriculum for
international education described in.the preceding chaptero

It was concluded

in that chapter that Ulich 1 s program of studies manifested a distinct humanistic bias. And, as noted earlief in this chapter, Ulich's instructional
suggestions seemed most fitted for a highly verbal or linguistic kind of education. Furthermore, Ulich' s teaching methods·, like his curriculum, appeared mor t
appropos for secondary rather than primary school children.

Secondly, as with his curriculum, Ulich has identified the most logically
promising instructional procedures, their lack of empirical verification notwithstanding.

That is to say, despite Ulich's failure to provide positive

proof that they can achieve the ends of international education, his methods
for teaching--in the opinion of this writer--appeared to be the most logical
choices among all the possible approaches to classroom instruction.

Thus, oper•

ness to other people and other cultures, it seemed, would more likely follow
schooling which maximized personal contacts and the making of cultural comparisons than that which taught students in total isolation from each other and
which kept them in ignorance of life styles other than their own.

Perception

of the unity of reality and of mankind, it appeared, would more likely flow
from instruction which consistently illustrated unity and cohesion than that
which displayed only chaos and confusiono

Commitment and responsibility for

others, it seemed, would more likely be the result of education which

.

emphasize~

the human uses of knowledge than that which offered facts and concepts totally
divorced from their implications for the' life of man. Finally, the phenomenon

ot transcendence, would more likely be the product of teaching which induced
the student to reach beyond his consciousness into that of other men and of
humanity than that which augmented and abetted the psychic isolation of the
individual.
Ulich's methodology, then, like his curriculum for international education
featured a few modest strengths. <But they were not sufficient to offset the
goodly number of their serious flawso

Again, the most significant of these was

Ulich's failure to empirically demonstrate the ability of his methods to achiev•
his stated ends of international education.

In fairness to Ulich it roust be
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remembered, however, that the Professor Emiritus adamantly maintained that
there was no unique methodology for international education nor constellation
of teaching techniques peculiarly fitted to its purposeso Thus, despite all
his allusions to and rare straightforward statements about an international
educational methodology and despite the extended analysis of the same provided
in

this chapter, Ulich could still logically insist that be actually had

proposed no methodology for international educational at e.llo Therefore, he
might add, the criticism of him, which filled the previous five pages of this
chapter, .was both invalid and pointless, for it was directed at something wbicb
t'J'

did not exist, i.e., Ulich's explicit methodology for international educationo
Nevertheless, the following observations may be derived from the preceding
discussion.

While Ulich seemed to imply that the shortcomings of bis

curriculum for international education could be remedied by bis prescriptions
for teaching methods, his methods proved inferior in merit and promise to his
program of studies, which at least reflected an inner unity and

coher~nce.

While be insisted that teaching techniques were more :important than any
.

.

curriculum in international education, Ulich failed to identify these
techniqueso

Indeed, be maintained, that there were noneo

If any single conclusion can be drawn from this examination of Ulich 1 s
work, it is that the key to Ulich's scheme for international education and its
potential success involve the role of the teacher.
method is superior to

curricul~

If, as Ulich bas said,

in the realm of education for mankind, and if

one method can be as effective as any other in reaching the ends of international education, then, the accomplishment of these ends must be attributed
to the skill of the teacher who employs the methods used in the classroomo

1i
Moreover, no method of teaching can be more effective or efficient in attaining any educational objectives than the teacher employing ito
It is necessary at this point to examine Ulich's thoughts on the role of
the teacher in education for mankindo

'

next chaptero
)

Such will constitute the theme of the

CHA.PrER FIVE

THE TEACHER AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCNrION
In the last chapter, it was concluded that the teacher appeared to be the
key to the success or failure of Ulich's scheme for international education.
Ulich himself confirmed this interpretation.

When asked about the role of the

instructor in education for roankind,"Ulich insisted that the teacher was
11

indispensable" •1 He mult possess, .Ulich nla.intained, all those virtues at

~hich international education was aimedo 2 That is, the teacher himself must
be open to and appreciative of foreign cultures and peoples; he must have a
sense of the unity of all men; and he must be actively committed to the
resolution of the tasks of mankindo
Specifically, Ulich said, the teacher in international education must
manifest a

11

sense of proportion or of what is important" regarding life, and,

presumably the interests of bumanityo3 He should be able to empathize with
people, and he should have a firm grasp of sound educational psychology and
good classroom management teahniqueso 4 Above all, Ulich emphasized, he must

1Interview with Robert Ulich, Harvard University, November 9, 19700
2

3Ibid.

Ibid.

-

~id.

-
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"believe in and have a sense of universality'' or of the essential oneness of
things.5
How was such a teacher to be trained, this writer asked?

How was he to

acquire the traits and abilities necessary for a teacher in international
education? Through the very system outlined earlier and referred to as
"emotional education11 , Ulich repliedo

The teacher for international education

would be prepared for bis role by undergoing the same kind of affective and
academic instruction which he would later conduct and supervise. 6
These remarks about the nature and role of the teacher in international
~

education, though typically brief, were unusually direct and pointed for Ulicho
They did not, however, exhaust the Harvard professor's comments on the topico
In Crisis ~Hope 1:!!.American Education, Ulich identified several "fundamental

postulates on which to build the education of the teacher11 0 7 These.may also be
considered to be postulates for the preparation of the international education
teacher, since Ulich consistently referred to this text as that containing his
ideas on the implementation of education for mankind.
The first of these postulates required that the teacher be not only a

competent scholar, but that he should have love for his pupils and society as
well. ·secondly, he must be an inspired and inspiring individual, who can serve
as a model for and guide to a better lifeo Lastly, he should have at least one
area of academic specialization, and he should be a master at the art of

5~•

6Ibido

7Robert Ulich, Crisis and Hope in American Education (New York: Atherton
Press, 1966), Po 1230
-
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conveying ideaso

8

Elsewhere Ulich noted other qualities of the ideal instructor. Since the
teacher rather than the administrator or the supervisor was the "pillar of the
II
II
.
119
school system , said Ulich, only those with self-respect should teach ••••
So important was the character of the teacher that, Ulich argued, personality
should take precedence over pedagogical preparation in recruitment of those wh
were to conduct tb.e classrooms of the nation. 10 The effective teacher, he
continued, combined "technical skill" with a "humanistic qua.liti' o

ll

Perhaps

reflecting memories of the McCarthy era, Ulich warned that the teacher was to
be " ••• a citizen of «such loyalty that even the most suspicious investigating
12
committee could find no fault /:in himJ. 11
Finally, though he need not himself be a creative individual, the teacher should possess or acquire "!. sense
13
.
2!_ the creative process" o
That is, he should be able to appreciate and unde
stand the process of creating works of literature and art, though he himself
may not be capable of artistic creation.
In his chapter entitled "Education and the Concept of Mankind" in
"Philosophy 2!_Education, Ulich said surprisingly little about the ideal
teacher for international education.

He noted only that by teaching merely

"subject matter" the teacher can "often kill the spirit of transcendence in_
young and adult", and that the instructor must serve as the pupil's "guide"

8 ,·

~.,

PPo 123-132.

9~., PP• 6 and 123.

lOibid., P• 135·

11Ibid.,
Po 1230

12~., P• 120.

l3Ibid., P• 135·

-
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rather than his "pedant" o 14
In his Education and
expansive.
a

of Mankind, Ulich was slightly more

He once again called for teachers who combined scholarliness with

for inspiration.

pow~r

~ ~

Then, he asserted that teachers in international

education must develop a sense of proportion, or a capacity to see the relation
ship of their specialty to the whole of human knowledge.

They must develop an

ability to link their truth with the truths that others know, if their

knowled~e were to be beneficial to the international education enterprise. 1 5
Lastly, Ulich argued that the effective teacher in international education,
like the students he instructs, must identify with the material he teaches, for.
only in this manner can he lead his charges into a sense of unity with all mankind:
••othrough teaching competently and devotedly,--i.e., through
identifying himself with his topic as a gathering point of
significant ideas--he transcends the limits of mere "subject
matter11 toward meaningfUl and universal concepts. And through
doing this he evokes in his pupils a sense o~ personal participation in the enterprise of civilization.l
The above characteristics of Ulich's ideal teacher for international educa
tion appeared to involve both professional and personal traits. Among what
seemed to be essentially

pro~essional qualifi~ations

were the teacher's grasp

14Robert Ulich, Philosoplff of Education (New York: American Book
Company, 1961), pp. 145 and l l.
1 5aobert Ulich, (edo), Education and the Idea

of Mankind

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inco, '1964):-Pp:--33 and 270.

16

Ibid., p. xvi.

(New York:

of sound instructional psychology and classroom management; his competence as a
scholar and as an academic specialist; his breadth of knowledge and his
humanistic quality; his technical skill and his adeptness at conveying ideas;
his love for his pupils and his appropriateness as a guide and life-model for
them; and, finally, his ability to identify with his subject as a gathering
point for significant ideas.
Among what appeared to be essentially personal qualifications were the
teacher's capacity for empathy and his openness to other cultrues and peoples;
his commitment to the welfare of others; his inspiration and his ability to
inspire others; his breadth of yiew or sense of proportion; his loyalty to and
love for bis society; bis respect for himself and bis sense of the creative
pr?cess; and, above all, his belief in and feeling for the oneness of all
reality and mankindo
It should be recalled here that, according to Ulich, all these professional characteristics and personal traits were to be produced in the ideal
teacher by the same instructional system discussed earlier as "emotional
.

education."

'

That is, Ulich's scheme for international education ·was to develop

both students and teachers nianifesting the ends and ideals of education for
mankindo

And, it should also be recalled that the ideal teacher was to be the

key to an catalyst for the realization of all the objectives of education for
mankind.
Now, what may be said of Robert Ulich's thoughts about the teacher and
international education? First'of all, it must be observed that Ulich's
remarks on the topic were unusually frank and clear:

his description of the

ideal teacher for international education was cast in remarkably unambiguous
terms.
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But though his straightforwardness was new, his ideas about the ideal
teacher for international education--like those pertaining to the ideal
curriculum and methodology--were not without historical or philosophic
precedent.

Ulich's call for instructors who combined a love for pupils with a

capacity for inspiration and an appropriateness as a life-model echoed that of
Quintilian's some eighteen centuries ago. 1 7 His insistence that the teacher
possess both scholarliness and breadth of knowledge paralleled Thomas Elyot's
requirements for tutors listed in

~

Governor.

18

.

And his concern for the

teacher's sense of the unity of reality was reminiscent of Froebel's obsession
with that concept in edtt:cation. 19
Furthermore, Ulich 1 s•ideas again reflected a strong Idealist influence.
His belief that the teacher should have a firm understanding of his pupils,
technical skill, and a facility for conveying ideas mirrored perfectly certain
.
20
Idealist, tenets pertaining to the ideal teacher.
Indeed, Ulich's fundamenta
argument ab.out the indispensableness of the instructor seemed little more than
a. repetition of Butler's assertion that, to the Idealist, " ••• the teacher is

17
see Robert R. Rusk, The Doctrines of the Great Educators (3rd ed.; New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1965), pp. 49-50;-aiid Edward J. Power, Evolution of'
Educational Doctrine: Major Educational Theorists of the Western World (New
Yor~: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1969), PP• 107-100.- -

18Rusk, pp. 59 and 62.
l9see Harry s. Broudy and John R. Palmer, Exemplars of Teachins Method
{Chicago: Rand McNally an.d Co., 1965), pp. 118 and 120.
~
20
J. Donald Butler, Idealism in Education (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1966), pp. 99-100.

more the key to the educative process than any other element comprising ito" 21
But despite their apparent lack pf novelty, Ulich's thoughts on the
teacher in education for mankind appeared--from a logical standpoint, at least
--fundamentally soundo

That is to say, in order to induce among his students

openness to foreign cultures and people and comroitment to solving the problems
of humanity, logically, the teacher himself should be genuinely open to others
and connnitted to their welfareo And he could readily demonstrate these traits
by manifesting a love for his pupils o Logically, to help his students
appreciate and understand foreign cultures, the teacher himself should be a
knowledgable man,
what he knows.

perha~~

even scholarly; and he should be adept at conveying

Logically, to convince his students of the oneness of humanity,

the teacher himself should believe in this concept and demonstrate his belief
by manifesting a love for his and all societieso

Logically, to serve as an

agent for transcendence, the teacher himself must be able to reach beyond mere
subject matter into wider areas

o~

life and mind; and, to serve as a gathering

point for significant ideas, he must have both depth and breadth of knowledgeo
Finally,
to avoid
having his ideas rejected on the suspicion tbat he represent
.
.
some sort of dangerous internationalism or political subversion, the teacher's
loyalty should be beyond questiono

22

. 21 .
. .._.-~., Po 98.

· 22It was clear, however, that Ulich did not want a blindly loy~l, politic
automaton at the head of the classroom. For in any clash between the interests
and values of humanity and those, of the local or national political community,
the teacher in international education would certainly be expected to champion
the former: ult is perhaps the central defect of the modern teacher that he ba
become far too much of his community's obedient servant, dominated by school
boards· and afraid of the frowning of a town Samurai o A good teacher has the
right to consider himself the trustee of the community and even more, as the
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Ulich's delineation of the ideal teacher for international education was
not only logically acceptable, but, based on certain long-standing psychological findings, it appeared to be empirically sound as well.

There is con-

siderable evidence which indicates tbat the acceptance or rejection of ideas
and illtormation; and the changing of people's attitudes, depends to a significant degree upon the ttcreditability'' or believableness of the person dissemina
\
.
23
ting the information or advocating the attitudinal changeo
Moreover, 11 000
f

Creditability is a function of perceived expertness and
iness o 1124

perceiv~d

trustworth-

Now, it may be argued tbat Ulich's scheme for international education
basically involves information, or appreciation of foreign cultures based upon
knowledge of them; and that his scheme involves attitudes as well, since it is
aimed at encouraging openness and acceptance of foreign peoples and cultures,
feelings of unity with them, and commitment to their welfareo Furthermore,
based on the evidence cited above, to develop such appreciation, ioeo, to
facilitate acceptance of knowledge pertaining to foreign cultures, and to
develop t

e desireq attitudes, ioe., acceptance, feelings of unity, and

commitment; the teacher must possess "creditability".

trustee of humanityo"

Robert Ulich, Conditions of Civilized Living (New York:

E.P. Dutton and Coo 1 .Inco 1 1946), ppo 131-1320
23

~

.
Louis Mo Smith and Bryce Bo Hodgins, Educational Psycholow: An
Applica.tio!l of Social ~ Behavio;al Theory (New York: Alfred Ao Knopf, 1964),
p.

4790
24Ibid.

-

Bo
But Ulich's ideal instructor for international education would possess
creditability for, at Ulich's insistence, he would combine knowledge,
scholarliness, and professional competence (or simply expertness) with empatey,
loyalty, and love (or simply trustworthiness)o

Thus, Ulich's description of

the best teacher in education for mankind corresponded to that of the most
effective agent for attitudinal change and dissemination of information and
ideaso
If Ulich's description of the ideal instructor seemed to be both logica
and empirically sound, so also did his

appar~nt

assumption that the teacher wa

the key to the entire idternational educational enterprise. For, implied in
the evident iniportance of the creditability of the individual who champions
certain ideas or attitudes was the fact that that individual himself was
important.

That is, if the teacher's creditability was significant in

international education, then, logically, the teacher himself must be significant.
But there is empirical evidence which seems to establish that the teacher
is far more than ltsignificant" in education for mankind:

.

.

Ulich seemed to imply, the key to the entire efforto

he appeared to be, a

In Values

~Teaching,

Raths, Harmin, and Simon noted the_ recent, dramatic decline in the influence o
the family, the- community, and the church on the formation of values and
beliefs among the youngo 25 In this contemporary value-vacuum, they argued,
classroom teacher has the opportunity to be the crucial factor in value
2

5Louis Eo Raths, Merril Harmin, and Sidney Bo Simon Values ~Teaching
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles Eo Merrill Publishing Coo, 1966~, Chapter Two.
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formation.

26

Since Ulich's scheme is essentially an attempt to engender and

encourage certain attitudes and values, and since the teacher now has the rare
and increasingly less challenged opportunity to influence affective behavior,
it follows .that the instructor is indeed the key to education for mankindo
Moreover, there is additional evidence to the effect that, within racially
mixed learning and social situations, an esteemed authority figure, eogo, a
teacher, is the most significant factor influencing the modification of racial
2

feelings. 7 It should be recalled here that Ulich advocated the mixing of
students from different social and ethnic backgrounds in order to positively
~~

influence their attitudes toward each other and toward others of different
cultural origins.

In any such attempt to develop racial or

~ultural

openness,

based on the findings just cited, the teacher would be the key to the success
or failure of the project.

Thus, again, empirical evidence seemed to

corroborate Ulich 1 s ideas about the teacher for international education, and
again his ideas seemed both logically and scientifically sound.
But if both Ulich's assertions about the teacher in education for mankind
and his assumption concerning the centrality of bis role were sound and
acceptable, there remained two other fundamental suppositions of Ulich's which
seemed highly questionable, if not highly unsoundo

The first of these

concerned Ulich's conviction that the ideal teacher for international education
26

~.,

Po 26.

2

7Paul Henry Mussen, John Janeway Conger, and Jerome Kagan, Child Development and Personality (2nd ed.; Evanston: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963),

pp:-1!.17-418'.
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could be produced or trained by the very same instructional system which that
teacher later was to conduct.

It bas already been observed that Ulich's schem

for international education may be incapable of developing students who have
cultural appreciation and openness, feelings of unity with others, and commitment to their welfareo

How, it must be asked, can Ulich expect the same

scheme to produce teachers who possess not only these qualities but all the
others required of the ideal instructor as well?
Perhaps, under the best of circumstances, Ulich's curriculum and
"methodology11 for international education could provide teachers who manif este
a certain scholarliness and humanistic orientation, as well as a breadth of
knowledge and an ability to convey ideas, since his scheme seemed to feature
intellectual and broadly humanistic bias.

But can his scheme also create

teachers who have self-respect, a capacity for becoming a gathering point for
significant ideas, and the power to inspire?

Can it, at the very least,

develop teachers who love their pupils and the rest of mankind?

It has been

observed that humane learning does not necessarily make one more humane; nor
does exposure to others make one more open to, unified with, or committed to
them.

28

How, then, can Ulicb's scheme for international education, as a

28.For further proof of this assessment, there is the following statement
of Sawrey and Telford: "We have practically nothing but conjecture and opinio
as to the_ influence of reading £:eogo, of reading humanistic literature_7by
itself on the shaping of character and personalityo" James Mo Sa"t.Tey and
Charles W. Telford, Educational Psychology_ (2nd edo; Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
Inc., 1966), p. 40lo And there is yet another observation from Allport to the
effect that vicarious exposure to strange cultures and ethnically different
people through books, movies, and drama may be more effective than other means,
e.g., direct personal contact, in the attempt to modify cultural or racial
fears and prejudiceso Gordon Wo Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Garden City,
New York: Dou"l?led.aY Anchor Books, 1958), p:-li.530
-

minimal requirement, guarantee the provision of teachers filled with genuine
love for their pupils and society?
The answer is, of course, that it cannoto

Nor can it guarantee the real-

ization of any of those qualities identified as essential for the ideal
teacher in education for mankindo

Indeed, to hope that any strategy for

teacher-training can produce the kind of instructor desired by Ulich may be
totally idle:

educational literature, since the early 1960's, has been replete

with frequently caustic indictments of existing teacher-training programs whic
· have failed to prdvide instructors of much more modest professional dimensions
than those envisioned by Ulich as indespensable to international educationo 29
~

Perhaps, after all, William Kane was right:

excellent teachers are born,

not made; and there exists a natural "aristocracy" of teaching talent which
serves to distinguish good from bad instructorso

Moreover, this talent is in-

born and therefore unalterable, the busy efforts of all the normal schools and
their equival~nts notwithstanding.30 If Kane were correct, and in the opinion

29see, for instance, those two "classics" on the shortcomings of modern
teacher preparation, The Education of American Teachers by James Bo Conant
(New York: McGraw-Hill, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1963)0
3011From Vittorino de Feltre and Vives down to 'Mark Hopkins on one end of
a log 1 ,.all the great teachers have known that teaching is an art, that the
success or failure of almost any.method in schools depends upon the personal
gifts and acquirements of the teacher himself o That fact demonstrates the
essential aristocracy of education, the class distinctions in teacher as well
as in pupil set by the Creator." Wo Kane, SoJo, An Essay Toward!:. History£!_
Education (Chicago: Loyola Univ~rsity Press, 1935), Po 4440
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of this writer he was, the procurement of Ulich's ideal instructor would be
more a matter of discovery than trainingo

That is, Ulich's ideal instructor

for international education would more likely be ·identified from among the
existing and potential population of teachers than they would be the product
of his teacher-training plan.

It is quite likely, therefore, that Ulich's

preferred teachers would remain forever in short supplyo

Thus, once again

there is serious doubt as to whether the Harvard professor's theory of
international education could be implemented, at least on a popular scaleo
But even if Ulich's system of instruction were capable of providing a

"

.

sufficient quantity of qualified teachers for international education to staff
the nation's schools, could these teachers in turn actually achieve the ends o
education for mankind within every pupil in their charge?

This question

concerns the second of Uljl.ch's dubious assumptions, ioeo, the effectiveness of
the teacher in reaching the ends of international educationo
It is to be doubted that Ulich 1 s ideal instructors would meet with succes
in every pupilo For even the best of teachers can be confounded by intractabl
/

students or by forces outside the classroom and beyond the teacher's controlo
Ulich himself conceded as much when he observed that the sense of humanity may
be totally lacking in some individuals and will always be foreign to them as
long as they are selfish and self-centered, 31 and again when be

3.l,_rbe sense of

11

00.mankind eannot mean anything to people of complete se
immanence or of narrow group-thinking except the sum-total of human creatures,
to be befriended or exploited at will/' Ulich, Philosophy of Education, Po

143.
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parents will no·t countenance the tampering with their children's values by the
teacher.32 Thus, though the teacher for international education may be
adequately trained and trained in sufficient numbers, still the objectives of
education for mankind may remain unattainable, because of important instructional factors beyond the teacher's controlo
What, then, may be said in conclusion about Ulich's ideas concerning the
teacher in international education? First, it may be said that, unlike much o
his earlier coxmnents on curriculum and methodology for international education,
Ulich• s remarks proved to be amazingly frank and straightforwardo · And, unlike

,.,

his theories about academic subjects and how to teach them, much of his thinking about the ideal teacher in education for mankind appeared to be both
logically and empirically valido
But like his ideas on curriculum and methods, Ulich's arguments concern
the ideal teacher were not without serious faultso

Though his description of

the perfect teacher and his assumption about the centrality of his role can be
accepted, Ulich's belief tba.t such a teacher can be produced by his system of
instruction-or any system of instruction-and his apparent conviction that such
a teacher can always achieve the ends of international education in his
students, cannot be acceptedo

Ulich's ideal teacher would be a

ra~e

thorough professional competence and outstanding personal charactero

blend of
In the

I

opinion of this writer neither Ulich's system nor any existing system for
teacher training could guarantee the production of this kind of instructoro

'

_____

__...

...............
32u11ch, Education and the Idea of Mankind,
Po 250
,

l
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And even if that caliber of teacher could be produced, there is no assurance
that he could evoke in all his students the kind of openness, unity, and
commitment Ulich desiredo

Thus, after all, the teacher may not be able to

compensate for the shortcomings of Ulich's curriculum and instructional metbodf
for international education; and, again, Ulich's theory of education for mankind may prove unworkable o
Yet, if it is assumed that Ulich's ideal teacher can be trained according
to his beliefs, and if it is assumed that such a teacher can indeed realize the
ends of education for mankind within bis students, there remains the question

""

of whether or not the American school tradition would pose any problem in the
attempt to achieve these endso Tb.at question will constitute the theme of the
next chapter.

r
CHAPr.ER SIX

. EDUCATION FOR MANKIND ANO AMERICAN EDOOATION

Chapter Five concluded by noting that even if Ulich's ideal teacher for
international education could be adequately prepared, and even if that teacher
could achieve the ends of international education among his pupils, Ulich's
scheme would still have to contend with the realities of American education in
order to be operable witbin this countryo

Tbat is, to prove feasible within

the context of American schooling, Ulich's theory of education for mankind
would have to prove minimally compatible with certain features of American
educational organization, practices, and traditionso But which are these
features and what are the realities with which Ulich's ideas would have to
contend'?
As it has been described in the four previous chapters, Ulich 1 s conceptioI
of international education in a number of instances would tquch upon aspects oi
American schoolingo First, there is tiu; category of overall instructional
objectives •. Ulich desired that international education contribute to an openness toward and acceptance of foreign_cultures and peoples, a sincere feeling
of unity with all men, and an active commitment to their welfareo

Though the

aims of American education are manifold, and though they vary from school to
(

school, level to level, and state to state, they may be summarized as e.n
attempt to develop individualistic and competitive, economically efficient and
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pol:itica.lly loyal members of the stateo 1
Thus, while Ulich's instructional aims for international education
emphasized supranational concerns and loyalties, those of America emphasized
individual, economic, and national ones.

While Ulich's objectives stressed

openness toward all men, unity with them, and commitment to the resolution of
their problems, America's stressed individualism, commercial competitiveness,
and national rather than worldwide unity and commitment. While Ulich would
have marketable skills developed by his system of schooling turned toward the
benefit of all mankind, America seemingly would have those developed in her
..~

classrooms used only for individual and national purposeso

In terms of

educational objectives, then, Ulich's focus was societal, global, and humanitarian, while that of America was individual, national, and commercialo
Secondly, there is the category of curriculum.

To achieve his overall

objectives, Ulich prescribed a curriculum which combined experiential episodes
·with elements of traditional learning, ioe., the humanities, the sciences,
commerce and industrial artso His plan featured the deliberate integration of
students in the manifold activities of the Community House, playing fields, and
the all-school work projectso

It included exposure to both academic and

vocational instruction in the various learning halls as wello As noted earlier
in Chapter Three, Ulich's curricular concepts manifested a marked bias in favor
of the humanities and secondary and higher education. This humanistic bias,
however, also provided his
1

progr~

of studies with a certain unity, consistency
.

See Richard Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in American Lif.e (New York:
\ Vintage Books, 1963), ppo 335 and 428; and Merle Curti, The Bo:c!ilideas Qt
I American Educators (Rev. edo; Totowa, NoJo:
Littlefield, Adams and Company,
1959}, PP• 544, 563, and 5860

r
a.nd directiono
Because of the plethora of study patterns and programs, it is as difficult
to generalize about the American curriculum as it was to stunmarize American
educational objectiveso

Nevertheless, it may be safe:cy said that, like Ulich's

ideal instructional program for international education, the American
curriculum combines both experiential with elements of traditional learningo
That is, in addition to strict:cy academic subjects, the American curriculum
seems to provide amp:cy for experiential learning activities as assemblies,
dramatic presentations, exhibitions, dances, bazaars, sporting events, field
If"

trips, a.11.d so on o A.nd like Ulich' s experiential curricular elements, these
American learning activities appear to be designed main:cy to further students'
social or emotional educationo
The American curriculum, too, like Ulich 1 s instructional paradigm, is
characterized by the 11tracking" or lategorizing of students according to their
interests, abilities, and achievementso And, again, like Ulich's plan, the
American program of studies 'offers a wide array of subjects and activities
designed to appeal to a broad spectrum of student interests and abil.ities.
Here, however, the similarities between Ulich's suggestions and American
curricular practices endedo For unlike Ulicb 1 s pattern of subject offerings,
American instructional patterns do not appear to evince a humanistic bias.
Literature, languages, history, and the arts do not seem to dominate the
systems of studies in American schoolso Rather, science and technical subjects
commercial and practical skills appear to be the main pedagogical fare,
especially at the secondary and higher levels of instruction.
Neither does the American curriculum evince th:e unity, coherence, and
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direction of Ulich's plano

The proliferation of course offerings, apparently

the response to the myriad student interests and needs, has obliterated the
simpler, less c6mplicated, but more readily perceived curricular patterns of
2
earlier days. Again, this fact seems especially true of American education
above the elementary levelo
It is difficult to determine whether or not the curricula of American
secondary and higher schools receive more attention than that of the elementa
school.

It would seem, however, that they do noto For the bulk of recent

attempts at curricular revision, spawned in the wake of Sputnik's flight, seem
~

to involve the lower and middle levels of American education rather than the
college and university levels.
Next, there is the category of teaching methodology.

Ulich, tlE reader

Will recall, espoused no specific methodology as uniquely apropos for international education. Any mode of instruction, he said, was appropriate as long
as it was suited to the subject taught and the learner's capacities, conducive
to encouraging transcendence, and helpful in illustrating how the knowledge
learned or skill acquired would be of use in assisting mankindo
2

Ulich's

The multiplication of course offerings in American schools began as earl
as the.nineteenth century, but the real dissolution of the curriculum began
with Dewey, Hofstadter contended. For it was Dewey who argued, and apparently
successfully, that one subject was as educationally as goof or as desirable as
any other. Hofstadter, PPo 360- and 376-377.
,
·
With the "equalizing" of academic subjects, no one study or group of
studies appeared dominant o All were of equal importance, which is to say that
there was no longer any pattera or design in the American curriculumo
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preferred methods of instruction were little more than a random listing of

.

'

exhortations and directives, seemingly suitable only for his humanistically
oriented curriculumo

Indeed, in terms of specific teacher behavior, Ulich's

"methodology'' was not methodology at allo

Like his ideal curriculum, Ulich's

suggestions for the conduct of classroom instruction appeared most appropriate
for post-elementary educationo

Unlike his curricular proposals, however,

Ulich's favored teaching techniques evinced little unity or coherenceo
As with the objectives and the curriculum of American education, it is no
simple task to describe what can be accurately labeled "an American methodoloeQI '1

.

,,,.

for instructional practices and procedures in the nation's schools are as
varied as the nation's curriculao

Nevertheless, some relatively valid general·

izations can be made about American teaching techniques in contrast with Ulich's
methodology for international educationo

The first of these generalizations if

that from the American methodological viewpoint, Ulich's assertions to the
contrary, one modeof instruction is not as good as any othero Current
traditions and practices regarding teaching strategies in this country would
seem to imply that only those methods which prove to be scientifically, i.e.,
psychologically, sound are "good".

It should not be surprising, then, to

conclude that American methodology in recent times has tended to be based upon
scientific and empirical data rather than on traditional and "time-honored"

.

concepts drawn from humanistic or pre-twentieth century literatureo
wise, much of Ulich's

methodology~appeared

Contrari-

to be derived from the latter source

i.e., humanistic and pre-1900 writingso
Unlike Ulich's prescriptions for teacbing 1 American methodology is
· commited--since Dewey's era, at least--to a child-centered rather than subject-
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centered approach to instruction.

That is, American pedagogical techniques

take their cue from the learner's nature and needso3 Ulich's methodology on
the other band seemed to be geared more to the subject matter, i.eo, highly
intellectual and humanistic studies, for it concerned itself mainly with the
teaching of ideas and concepts rather than skills.

Ulich's call for teaching

tailored to the characteristics of the student appeared to be merely perfunctor
in light of bis academic, non-developmental methodology and pedagogical
orientation.
Also unlike Ulich 1 s prescriptions, American methodology appears to be
aimed at developing empirical approaches to problems and habits of free-ranging
inquiry.

Modern American teaching techniques encourage students to sharpen

their observational and conjectural powers, and even their skepticismo

The

traditional concept that there is but one "right" answer, and that this answer
by and large must come from a recognized or hallowed authority, are implicitly
rejected by the new methodologieso

Ulich, however, championed methods which

appeared to be aimed at developing deductive and convergent thinking patterns
rather than inductive and divergent ones:

use of examples, comparisons, and

dialectic thought seem more apropos for evoking a highly rationalistic rather

than an empirical approach to problems. Moreover, Ulich 1 s desire for students
to "identify" with an author or authority seemed diametrically opposed to the
thrust of the new methods which encourage the questioning of authority.
Yet another difference between Ulich 1 s views on teaching procedures and
American instructional techniques involves the use of teaching machines and
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mechanical educational devices.

Whereas Ulich seemed wary about the use of

these media, and warned that they should not be used as cheap surrogates for a
live classroom teacher, American education seemingly would welcome them as
economical and efficient substitutes for the teachero
Finally, unlike Ulich's instructional suggestions, American mathodology
does not seem to take the form of _vague exhortations. Rather, it tends to be
very specific and exact regarding descriptions of teacher behavior designed to
\.

facilitate learning.

Indeed, American methodology often appears psychologica-

lly behavioristic in its precision.
t'I"

So far it would appear that Ulich's and American concepts about teaching
methods were consistently contradictoryo But this is not the caseo For when
Ulich voiced the need for maximum pupil-teacher interaction in the classroom
and for the teaching of ideas rather than empty content, he appeared to be
squarely within the stream of current American methodological theory.

However,

Ulich's instructional prescriptions seemed more at odds with.American thjnkjng
on the subject than they appear consonant with ito
A fourth category is that which concerns the teacher.

To achieve the ends

of .internatiollal education, Ulich called for an instructor who manifested all
the qualities that education for mankind was to develop, i.e., cultural openness, a sense of unity with all men, and a commitment to their welfare.

In

addition, this ideal instructor was to have a. good grasp of sound educational
psychology and classroom

managem~nt

techniques, an academic specialty, an

inspired and inspiring manner, and so on.
The teacher for international education, Ulich insisted, was to be the
prime mover in the learning process. And he was to be the product of the very

same kind of instruction which he would later conduct with his

pupils~

As with the categories of the curriculum and teaching methodology, there
are both similarities and differences between Ulich 1 s ideal teacher for
international education and that which appears to be the preferred American
instructor~

Like Ulich's ideal, the American exemplar teacher is expected to

manifest an ability to deal with children, convey ideas to them, and efficientJr
operate a

classroom~

He is expected to combine a love for his pupils with a

ca.pa.city to inspire theme. Furthermore, he is expected to possess an a.ca.demic
specialty and a character worthy of serving as a life model for his studentsc..
~

Finally, he must prove to be a citizen whose political loyalty and patriotism
are beyond question.

In many localities, this last requirement is equal in

importance to the teacher's professional competence:

the ubiquitousness of

loyalty oaths for teachers and the seriousness with which they are taken attes1
to the significance of educators• political orthodoxy in the "land of the free4!

.

But unlike Ulich's ideal, the American teacher may not always be expected
to evince a genuine cultural opennessc.

Certainly, be would not be required to

do so in a deliberately racially segregated scboolo Nor is he always expected
to manifest a sense of human unity or an active commitment to the interests of
all ma.nkindc.

Indeed, to do so may earn for him _the suspicion that be is

callous to the claims of bis country's national

interest~

labeled as a dangerous, or at least politically unreliable,

And he ma.y be
11

internationalist 11 ~

.

Neither is the American teaQher required to be a broadly educated
humanist:

the overemphasis upon teacher-training courses and the neglect of

liberal arts studies, which seems to be endemic to the nation's normal schools,
indicate that American teachers are expected to be pedagogical technicians
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rather than well-rounded educatorso 4 And because he lacks the depth and
breadth of learning which Ulich would require of his ideal, the American teache
only with difficulty could act as a 11 gathering point for significant ideas"o

.

In the classroom, though he is to be in all respects an emuable person,
America~

educator is not expected to stamp his students indelibly with bis own

peculiar personality and views.

Unlike Ulich's instructor, the American teache

is to be merely a guide, or just a 11 resource", rather than the towering and
dominant source of knowledge, truth, and direction that the Professor Emeritus
would have his teacher to be.
In short, the preferred American educator, more often than not, is a ·
thoroughly but narrowly trained technician, a child psychologist rather than a
scholar, and a politically 11 safe" or ne.utral instructional specialist with an
essentially parochial cultural point of viewo

In contrast, Ulich's teacher for

international education would be a richly educated humanist, who blended
technical competence with a wealth of knowledge, a culturally catholic view, an
an active commitment to all men rather than to one country.
There is yet a fifth and final category of, miscellaneous, but noteworthy,
considerations which involve both Ulich's prescriptions for international educa
tion and American instructional practices and traditions. Within this last
category there is first the fact that while Ulich's scheme of education for
mankind exhibits a distinctly intellectual flavor and orientation, American
education, in Richard

Hofstadter'~

estimation, is essentially anti-intellectual

4see James Bryant Conant, The Education of American Teachers (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inco, 1963), Cl:lapterFiveo

·

.

narrowly utilitarian, and shallow.

5

Secondly, there is the fa.ct that though Ulich's plan for international
education can hardly be called sectarian, it nevertheless was aimed at
encouraging transcendent and "universal religious experience"o Thus, while
Ulich's educational enterprise featured a consciously spiritual aspect,
American education adamantly opposes the introduction of religious thought and
teachings into the schoolroom. 6
Thirdly, there is the fact that while Ulich's scheme called for centrally
located, racially and socially integrated school buildings, American education

'"'
remains marked by c9nsistent
attempts to maintain segregated instruction
through the "neighborhood school" concept and opposition to busing of students
Once more, then, the realities of American education, in this case its antiintellectualism, opposition to transcendent teachings, and de facto segregation of students, are arrayed against rather than with Ulich's prescriptions
for international education. These facts would seem to ca.st doubt on the
possibilities of implementing Ulich 1 s ideas within the American educational

5iiofstadter, ppo 300-301 and 306-3070

6Though it may be argued that there is both a religious and transcendent

strain of some strength and duration in the American school tradition, it
seems that both these elements are far from dominant todayo Since the public
school achieved ascendency over the sectarian school in tl:e latter half of the
nineteenth century, American education has been essentially secular rather th
religiously oriented. And,·according to one authority, transcendentalism in
education, largely fathered by Emerson, bas not been a force in American fo
instruction since John Dewey's student dayso Curti, ppo 501-5020
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context.
But is such doubt really warranted? Are there no major elements of
American educational realities with which Ulich's ideas are consonant and
through which his ideas may be sustained? The answer to the last question
would seem to be 11 yes 11 o For ·while Ulich' s specific overall instructional
objectives seemed to run counter to those which were apparently America's, his
general objective of "communality" seemed to be compatible with a central
feature of American educationo Since the early part of the nineteenth century,
one of the major functions of American education has been to create a
('>

communit~

out of the disparate immigrant groups that came to our shores and entered schoctl..
Like Ulich's scheme, then, American education has attempted to use the school
to bring people together and to teach them to live in harmony with each other.
It must be admitted, however, that while Ulich's plan has in mind the creation
of an international community, America's efforts have been restricted to forging a national coDll'.llunityo
Thus, again, it can be argued that Ulich's concepts concerning
international

educ~tion

are inconsistent with American school practices,

organization, and traditionso

It can be argued that, though there are

instances of compatibility regarding the curriculum, methods of teaching, and
the role of the teacher, the differences--particularly in the realm of overall
objectives--far outweigh areas of harmony between Ulich's scheme and the
realities of American educationo(
Does this mean that because of its serious shortcomings detailed in
previous chapters and because of its apparent incompatibility with major
features of American education, Ulich's scheme for international education must
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be abandoned as practically inoperable?

The answer to this key question will

constitute the theme of the ne:>..1; and final chaptero

CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
•
CAN EDUCATION FOR MANKIND WORK'l

The purpose of this dissertation, as stated in the Preface, was to
determine the feasibility of Robert Ulich's theory of international educationo
The purpose of this final chapter is to assess that feasibility against the
background of the previOils chapters• analyses of Ulich's ideas and in the light
of

ot~er

authorities• concepts about international educationo

Ulich's theory of international education or education for mankind has
been described as a formal instructional effort designed to develop an
appreciation of and openness toward foreign cultures, a sense of unity with
humanity, and an active commitment to its welfareo

This instructional effort,

.Ulich advised, 'Was to take the form of 11 emotional education11 o Emotional educa-

.

.

tion, according to Ulich, was that intended to evoke a sense of "communality"
or a feeling of belongingness or oneness among studentso

It was that meant to

create also a sense of "self-transcendence" or intellectual participation.in
the lives and thoughts of otherso

This type of instruction was to be conducted

according to Ulich's methodological prescriptions by teachers who already bad
passed through the system of international educationo
Now it must be asked, Is Ul1ch 1 s theory of education for mankind feasible,
i.e., can it be implemented and will it achieve its stated ends?

In the

opinion of this writer, it is entirely possible to implement Ulich's scbemeo
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That is, it would not be impossible to construct schools according to Ulich's
design and to operate them according to his plano

However, it is also the

belief of this writer that such schools and such education, in all probability,
would fail to achieve fully those fundamental affective ends of cultural openness, human unity, and commitment to the interests of mankindo
Ulich's proposed schools and education well may be capable of achieving a
degree of cultural appreciation and transcendence, ioe., an intellectual understanding of, or at least an acquaintence with, foreign cultureso For
appreciation of foreign cultures and self-transcendence, as noted previously,
require knowledge

o~

~

people, .their lives, and their thoughtso And Ulich's

scheme of international education, with its heavy emphasis on studies which
deal with man and his works, would appear to furnish such knowledge in
abundance. But, again, in the opinion of this writer, such schools and such
education would probably fail to develop the sense of communality essential to
.the ultimate realization of the ends of education for mankindo
This pessimistic assessment appeared entirely justified in light of the
following facts.

Though Ulich's ideas about the conduct of internationaJ.

education in a number of instances seemed to possess a certain amount of
logical validity, Ulich failed entirely to offer any empirical proof that his
ideas could in fact achieve his stated endso

He provided no empirical evidence

for instance, that either identification with great authors, emphasis upon
meanings rather than mere information, use of the dialectic, or the skilled
efforts of his ideal teacher could actually evoke the kind of cultural openness
human unity, or commitment desired.
Indeed, the bulk of the empirical data which b9re directly or indirectly

lOi
upon Ulich's concepts, seemed to establish that Ulich's suggestions--particularly in reference to the curriculum--would prove to be counter-productive,
despite their apparent logical plausibilityo

Thus, while it appeared logical

to bring different kinds of students together in integrated educational settings in order to achieve within them a cultural openness and a sense of unity,
long-standing empirical evidence indicated that such experiences were as like
to increase cultural prejudices and social cleavages as they were likely to
decrease these prejudices and cleavageso While it seemed logical to expose
students to a humanistically oriented curriculum for the same purposes, very
~

recent findings seemed to hint that the humanities may be inferior to other
studies in their ability to reduce cultural prejudice and social misunderstandingo

1

And while it appeared logical to provide students with information

about foreign peoples, so that they might make cultural comparisons and
achieve a fuller understanding of these peoples, empirical data suggested that
such information could lead to the closing of minds as well as to the opening
of themo
kind work1

Will Ulich's scheme achieve its stated ends1
On

Can education for man-

the basis of the empirical evidence cited immediately above, an

on the basis of Ulich's failure to provide concrete proof which would establis

1:rn an attempt to discover prospective teachers' attitudes toward foreign
nations, one researcher has concluded that college students majoring in
English, a humanities subject, were more hostile toward foreign countries than
those majoring in mathematics. See Patrick Ferguson, 11 International Hostility:
A Study of the Attitudes of Stuqents Preparing to Teach in the Secondary
School'' (unpublished PhoDo dissertation; State University of New York at
Buffalo, 1970).
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the validity of his ideas, the writer was forced to conclude, "No, education
for mankind, as outlined by Ulich, in all probability will not work nor will it
fully achieve its objectives. 11
This is not to say that Ulich's theory of international education
absolutely cannot work or achieve its endso For educators since classical
Grecian tBnes have advocated aspects of Ulich's scheme,

e.g~,

the study of

literature, peotry, and music, in order to create a sense of communal unity and
commitmento And the brief but brilliant glory of Athens and Sparta attested to
the success of such

effo~so

2

Nevertheless, it appeared highly unlikely against the background of
previous chapters' analyses that Ulich's plan

~or

international education, as

he described it, could fully achieve the internationally extendable sense of
'communality he desiredo

Specifically, in the view of this ''1riter, neither

Ulich's curriculum, nor his methodology, nor his ideal teacher, either singly
or in combination, can guarantee the creation of those affective qualities
described as cultural openness, a sense of' human unity, and commitment to the
welfare of mankind.
Does this mean that Ulich's vision of creating one world through education must be abandoned? The writer

think~

not, for there are certain changes

which can be made·in Ulich's scheme, changes which appear to improve the

2

Of course, other factors tl'fan the Greeks' educational system contributed
to their communal solidarityo Their family life, their government, and even
their forms of amusements, e.go, their games and dramas, certainly must have
played a part in cementing Greek society together. .
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possibility of realizing the ends of education for mankind.

Now, what are

these alterations that can be made upon Ulich's apparently inadequate plan?
The first series of changes concern the curriculum for international
education. Recall that Ulich was faulted for his apparent conviction that
communality could be created merely by mixing students in common learning
activities and by exposing them to bumanistically oriented studieso

Instead o

simply bringing masses of students together in the hope','Of generating openness,
unity, and commitment among them, small groups of culturally or socially
disparate

stud~nts

should be formed under the guidance of teachers thoroµgbly

skilled in group ~ics and completely knowledgable in terms of human
behavioro

In a small group context and under the direction of skilled teacher

real friendships would have a chance to formo And the development of real
friendships, Allport argued, 3 constituted the most reliable means to reduce
prejudices, suspicion, and hostilities among socially or culturally different
individuals.
In reference to academic subjects, instead of the humanities, the

~tudy

of

man, his nature, and his works should constitute the core of the curriculum.
And the study of man, his nature, and his works should be undertaken by
utilizing ncomparative courses", eog•, comparative culture, comparative
religion, comparative government, comparative literature and so ono At the
elementary educational levels, young students might undertake studies in
comparative family organization, comparative play activities, comparative
~

myths, rhyms, and stories, or comparative pet-keeping practiceso Care should

3suera,, Chapter Three, po 37 o

lo4
be taken so as to avoid invidious and derogatory comparisons, for such would
lead to cultural chauvinism and arrogance rather than to the openness and
understanding desired.

Care should also be taken to give eastern or non-

western cultures, religions, governments, etco, as much attention--or even mor
attention--as that expended on western cultures, religions, and so ono By so
doing, the student will be given a truly world-wide picture of man, and
with this picture, perhaps, will come a fuller understanding of human unity.
The second series of changes involves the methodology for international
educationo

It will be remembered that Ulich was criticized for failing to
,,,.

provide a detailed ~escription of teaching activities designed to achieve his
instructional end.so

Instead of offering merely a random list of general guide

lines for the conduct of education for mankind, Ulich might have suggested the
use of role-playing or 0 divergent thinking114 in the effort to achieve cultural
'

.

openness and understandingo 'These two teaching techniques have been recogniz
for their ability to acquaint students with different tbought and value
patternso
Instead of his collection of very broad and rather indefinite suggestions
for the conduct of class, the Harvard professor might have noted that the
teacher could utilize foreign radio and television broadcasts in the classroom

4The teaching technique called "divergent questioning" utilized classroom
questions designed to encourage new thought patterns which.can result in
increased insights, appreciations, and changed attitudeSo See James E.
Weigand (ed. ) 1 Developing Teachet- Comoetencfos {Englewood Cliffs 1 New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, inco 1 1971), PPo 96-970

•

In the near future, perhaps there could be the possibility of direct and
instantaneous contact between classrooms on different continents through the use
of satelite TV transmittors.

Language differences would be no problem if'

messages sent between classrooms were immediately translated, as are speeches
in the General Assembly in the United Nationso
For the present, Ulich might have mentioned that the teacher could employ
foreign-made films, film strips, phonograph records, tapes, and textbooks in
the classroom.

These instructional aids whenever possible should be foreign•

made rather than domestically produced for this reason:

With the use of

foreign-made films, tapes and texts, the student would be exposed to materials
dealing with topics seen from another culture's point of view. By viewing
familiar and foreign topics from a different perspective, the student might be
led more easily to examine critically his views and understand those of others •
. To encourage openness toward others and feelings of personal unity with
them, Ulich might also have suggested students attempt to contact each other
directly by letter or even by transoceanic telephoneo Toward

thi~

same end,

be might have suggested that students within the same school, but with differen
cultural or social backgrounds, spend several days with each other in one
another's homes.
He might have suggested that students and teachers be sent abroad in massive exchange programs, or that summer camps in foreign countries be developed
for students and teachers alike.

(

He might have suggested, too, that students

tour inner-city areas within their home towns, in order to see first-hand and
within their native environs the problems that beset men around the globe,
problems as poverty, over-crowded facilities, industrial polution, exhausted

lo6
educational and cultural resources, disease, and so ono By so doing, the
school may be able to arouse feelings of empathy within students, and, perhaps,
a commitment to do something about these problems as wello.5
Finally, instead of his frequently vague instructional prescriptions,

Ulich might have suggested that foreign food be served in the school cafeteria,
foreign music be used as background music in study balls, and foreign games be
taught on the playgrounds. With continuing exposure to different aspects of
different cultures, in this case, food, music, and recreation, students ma.y
begin to open themselves to the enjoyment of and ultimately to the understand
of different ways of lifeo
The third and final series of alterations of Ulich's scheme for intern.ational education involves the training of the teachero Recall that the writer
took issue with Ulich's assertion that his system of emotional education could
produce the kind of teacher required for international educationo

Instead of

passing the prospective teacher for international education through what Ulich
bas descrjl>ed as his system of education for mankind, the potential instructor
should receive a Gpecial kind of trainingo

In addition to thorough preparation

in his academic specialty and in methods and psychology of teaching, the

instructor should be emersed in cross-cultural and comparative studieso His

5The suggestions in this paragraph were drawn entirely from Harold
Taylor's two excellent texts, The World and the American Teacher (Washington:
.The American Association of Colleges for'Teaoh.er Education, l.968) and The
World ~Teach~ (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inco 1 1969)0
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strictly professional training should include extensive work in cbmparative
education, group dynamics, and counselling.

In addition, the future teacher in

international education should be required to spend at least one year in

stu~

abroad.
Ideally, the instructor in education for mankind should be drawn from
returning Peace Corps and Vista volunteers or their equivalentso Whenever
he should be recruited from among foreign nations, so that every schoo

~ossible,

staff has at least one teacher With a significantly different backgroundo And
~henever

possible, the school's foreign staff member should join with native-

born staff members to f o:an an international or interracial teaching teamo

In

this manner, students may be shown that members of different cultures can work
together in practical pursuitso
Finally, in every instance, the prospective teacher for international
~ducation

~uman
~ith

must, be selected from individuals outstanding in their capacity for

understanding and for their sincere Willingness to aid their fellO'WlllaD.o
such teachers as models, students can be more readily convinced of the need

f'or and reward of commitment to mankindo
The preceding alterations suggested for the improvement of Ulich's plan of
international education, like the plan itself, lack empirical verification. And
like Ulich 1 s plan, the changes suggested cannot guarantee the realization among

.

students of cultural openness, a sense of unity, and commitment to the resolution of the coinmon tasks of mankindo
~hese

Nevertheless, in the opinion of the writer

changes would markedly improve the possibility of realizing the ends of

international education as Ulich outlined themo And they appeared absolutely
~ecessary i f

Ulich's scheme for international education were to work at allo
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Can Ulich's scheme for international education or education for mankind
work:

No, the writer concluded, Ulich's concept of international education

would probably prove unworkable and unable to achieve its ends, unless it were
extensively revised along the lines suggested above.

This does not mean, how-

ever, that Ulich's ideas were totally devoid of value nore that they were
completely unsoundo
Ulich's views were sound regarding his assumption that education could and
should contribute to furthering international unity and co-operationo And
Ulich was correct in assuming that any such educational effort, directed at
extending world unity and ~dersta.nding, must concentrate on the affective
development of students rather than solely on their intellectual developmento
Ulich was right in asserting that those studies and activities, especially
productive in generating and furthering human understanding, ought to
constitute the core of education for mankindo

He was correct also in maintain-

ing that any method of teaching, so long as it suited the nature of the subject,
-the learner, and the instructor and so long as it proved conducive to reaching
the ends of international education, was proper in the attempt to educate for
mankind. Finally; Ulich was entirely justified in his assertion that the
teacher constituted the key to the success of international education and in hiE
belief that the co1nmunity must endorse and become involved in the international
educational enterprise, i f that enterprise were not to failo
Ulich's concept of education for mankind bas value as an explicit statement about the nat'1!'e and objectives of international educationo To define and

delineate this new educational field is no mean accomplisbment, as Butts has
6
observedo
Ulich 1 s plan has value as well-argued attempt to rewinstate the
humanities as an integral part of the modern curriculumo As such it represents
a much needed effort to humanize the overly specialized, overly technical, and
overly commercial syllabus of modern education.
Ulich's scheme for international education, regarding the curriculum at
least, was an excellent example of an unusually comprehensive, integrated, and
unified plan for post-elementary educationo

His suggestions regarding the

Community House offered a means to American education whereby it might reintroduce ethical and transcendental values to students without offending
parents• religious sensibilities nor the advocates of strict separation of
church and school:

who could seriously object to a non-denominational center

used for music recitals and art exhibits as well as for contemplation?

FinAll~"

Ulich's ideas have value as a vigorous, modern defense of Idealist principles,
though Ulich might object to the writer's labeling him an advocate of this
philosophic viewo 7

6

see R. Freeman Butts, "America's Role in International Education: A
Perspective on Thirty Years", The United States and International Education,
The Sbctiy-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1969), ppo 7-140

7u11ch's views on curriculum, methodology, and the-teacher, plus his constant references to a transcendental reality, convinced the writer tbat the
Harvard professor belonged to this particular philosophic schoolo Several
authorities have also interpreted Ulich's writings as those of an Idealisto
• Wo Burns, Problems !!!_ Education and
See Charles Jo Brauner and Uubert
Philosophy (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inco, l9b'5T and
. Frederick Mayer, Philoso:.e& 2!, Education for Our~ (New York: The Odyssey
Press, Inco 1 1958)0
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But though certain features of his scheme for international education have
value and are undoubtedly instructionally sound, Ulich's plan, in the opinion
of this writer, remained fundamentally questionable at besto All the virtues
of Ulich's concept of education for mankind did not seem sufficient to
compensate for its elemental weakness, 1oeo 1 its apparent inadequacy to reach
its objectives without basic revision, particularly in reference to Ulich's
proposed curriculum and teaching methodso
Nor was this elemental weakness the writer's only objection to Ulich's
scheme for

intern.a.tiona~~educationo"'

As noted previously, Ulich 1 s ideas .

frequently suffered' from an annoying vagueness and lack of clarity. His
curriculum and methodology appeared suited more to the intellectual elite of

an academically oriented secondary school.than to the full spectrum of students
in

today's schoolso He failed totally to provide any suggestions for measurine

the success of his theories; indeed, since his objectives were

~inly

affective

in nature, there may be no reliable way to ascertain the effectiveness of his

plano
In a number of instances, Ulich's theory of education for mankind ran
counter to fundamental aspects of the American educational tradition. This
.fact alone could easily prevent Ulich's system of instruction from reaching
its objectives, were it otherwise capable of doing so.
Finally, Ulich may be mistaken about his assumption concerning the
equality of human emotion:

ther~

may

be as much variation regarding

individual men• s ab:i.lity to feel and respond to emotional education as there
apparently is regarding their ability to think and respond to intellectual
education. Thus, a system of inte.rna.tional education based on emotional

lll

education may flounder as readily as systems of intellectual education.
This last objection is merely another way of saying that, in the view of
this writer, Ulich's scheme of education for mankind probably cannot achieve
the level of cultural openness, sense of unity, and commitment Ulich desired.
His plan may well be capable of generating a degree of cultural appreciation
and transcendence, or intellectual participation in the lives of otherso But
unless it generated a sincere feeling of communality as well, Ulich1 s vision
of one world through education will remain an unrealizable dream. For Ulich
was correct when he

imp~ed

that the stuff out of which human unity is spun

must be drawn from man's emotions rather than from his mind.
Ulich's theory of international education, 'Without farreaching modifications, appeared unlikely to reach its objectiveso Yet, as argued above,
Ulich's vision of building one world through education need not be abandoned;
nor were his

ide~s

completely devoid of merit.

However, the virtues of Ulich'

scheme were judged insufficient to com,pensate for its fundamental fault, ioe.,
its projected inability to achieve its affective ends.
But, one may contend, Ulich 1 s life itself ma.y be advanced as living proof
of the workability of bis theory of international educationo For what Ulich
bas proposed ss education for mankind, at least in regard to the curriculum,
appeared to be little more than the t;ype of education be himself underwent as
a youth, i.e.,

~

humanistic kind of schooling. Thus, it may be argued, if tha

form of instruction could produoe a Robert Ulich, a humane, internationally
minded and productive man, why could it not just as well produce other men 1
him?

The answer to this question is, of course, that Ulich is just one example

j:~--------------------------------------------------------------------..
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of the merit of this t;Ype of educationo The same humanistic education which
Ulich enjoyed did not prevent other learned men in his native Germany from
championing Fascism after the First World Waro Moreover, factors other than
Ulich's education moulded his mind a.nd charactero

Ulich himself identified

some of these as his early religious experiences and his brief but moving
exposure to the lives of German industrial workers o Even the Bavar_ian fore st
seemed to play a part in the formation of his viewso
All this is simply to say tbat any educational pla.n, however wellconceived and however blessed
with sensitive and intelligent students, must
t'f
ultimately contend with historical and social forces outside of the classroom
for the minds, loyalties, and convictions of the learners.

Ulich was not at

all unaware of this fact, when be noted that unreasoning nationalism may be one
of the most important factors influencing the success of international
. .
8
education.
But though factors beyond the control of the school may determine its
final success, education for marikjnd must be attempted:

the world grows

smaller ea.ch year, while its problems grow larger and more frighteningo

In the

years ahead, whether or not mankind is prepared for the fact, we will all grow
increasingly closer to each other, economically and physically as wello
Men must be taught to grow closer to each other psychically and
spiritually, too, i f a final nuclear cataclysm is to be avoidedo

Though his

scheme for international educatiGil appeared highly unlikely to achieve the

81nterview with Robert Ulich, Harvard University, November 9, 19700

U3
level of psychic and spiritual closeness required, yet Ulich's plan, properly
revised, may prove helpful in reaching these endso

In any case, it is

imperative that some scheme to further international understanding, co-operatiot,
and peace through education be devised and implementedo Like Ulich• s theory,
any plan for international education cannot guarantee the creation of cultural
openness, human unity nor world-wide co-operation and peace. But the facts of
Robert Ulich's life and work attest to the power of education to help produce
the kind of man the world so desperately needso
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